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PREFACE 
For a long time, the echosounder has been an indispensable aid to navigators. Its ability to 
supply depth measurements in practically all weather conditions without impeding the 
crew 's activities gives it a distinct advantage over the earlier lead·line sounding 
technique. This particular feature has made it invaluable for finding the ship 's position, thus 
reducing the risk involved in maneuvering near coastal and shoal waters. With echosoun· 
ders, trawlers can lish along shelving coasts and banks once considered too dangerous to 
operate near. Due to improvements and innovations in the equipment, echosounders now 
are able to find fish . The advantages this brings to the fishing trade are obvious. Nets need 
no longer be shot haphazard because the new method makes it possible to detect lish more 
rapidly and with less trouble than by test catches. In ground net trawling, these modern fish· 
finding sounders are further useful in that they enable the skipper to steer clear 01 wrecks or 
rocks wh ich would tear his net. They also facilitate estimating during trawling how full a net 
may be. Economically speaking, mid·water trawling has been made possible lor the lirst 
time through the invention of fish·finding sounders. Without them, nets could not be lowered 
with any degree of certainty to the level above the seabed where a shoal of fish is located. 
Reading echosounders which indicate only water depth is comparatively easy, and the 
values obtained are usually accurate. To operate instruments of this type, the user merely 
has to follow simple instructions. This is different with equipment employed to locate fish . 
These sounders are provided with special indicating systems adapted to the new tasks they 
are to lullill. Operating the instrument and reading depth is not any more difficult with these 
new instruments, but obtaining clear indications 01 fish, and , more so, interpreting these in· 
dications correctly, is not as easy. A skipper must use an intelligent approach if he wants to 
derive full benelit from the apparatus. Common sense alone, however, is not enough. He will 
have to acquire a certain amount of expert knowledge and some experience. Experience will 
co me by itsell in the course of time, but this booklet will help you acquire the necessary 
technical know·how without enlarging on a lot 01 unnecessary details. Modern echosounders, 
particularly those serving to find fish, have attained a high degree of technical per/ection. 
Research is constantly underway to achieve still better results . The effective use of these in· 
struments, however, does not depend on the perlection of the apparatus alone. The user 
must decide whether he wants to obtain the best results, or if he will be satisfied with less 
than the very best. By fully, and intelligently exploiting all possibilities, he can achieve the 
best results. Many scientists and engineers have been and are still working on the problem 
of locating objects by sound. There are many points that have not been cleared up as yet, 
and new problems arise as the development 01 echosounders proceeds. This booklet will tell 
you of the results obtained in this field to date. Information of this kind is also found in 
shipping and lishing periodicals. Seamen and fishermen alike are invited to study these 
publications. 
SOUND 
The echosounders reviewed here and those designed for horizontal sounding such as ASDIC 
or SONAR, operate on sound waves. In this way, they differ from RADAR, which serves to 
locate objects above water by using electric waves. These devices should not be confused 
with each other, as is frequently done. It is not without good reason that sound is used in 
water and electromagnetic waves in air. The selection is based on the peculiar properties of 
the two types of oscillations. Though the object is identical, sound waves are better suited 
for transmission through water, and electric waves through air. So, for reasons that need not 
be explained here, one would not try to find fish with radar, nor spot planes with an echo-
sounder or ASDIC. Since we are dealing with echosounders, we will confine our discussion 
to sound and neglect the phenomena of electric oscillations. 
WHAT IS SOUND? 
Sound is not a thing, nor is it matter. It is a process of oscillation or vibration. It is produced 
by a sound generator such as a steam whistle, the horn of a car, a musical instrument or an 
audio-oscillator and the like, which puts adjoining particles of the ambient medium (gases, 
fluids or solid bodies) into vibration . One might imagine that the particles which make up the 
medium are similar to each other and elastically connected. 
PROPAGATION OF SOUND 
When a particle is induced to oscillate, it pushes or pulls its neighbours and transmits the 
oscillating energy to them. In this way, the oscillation spreads from particle to particle, in 
every direction, without the particles changing their location very much. Thus, in sound 
propagation, it is energy that is transported, not mass, as in a jet of water. 
SOUND WAVES 
Since this passing of energy from particle to particle is a progressive process, adjacent 
particles are not in the same state of oscillation. The particle imparting energy is ahead, in 
this respect, of the one that receives energy. The result is that the propagation takes the 
form of waves. In gases and fluids, the par-
ticles oscillate elastically in the direction of 
propagation, producing compressions and 
decompressions (longitudinal waves) in the 
medium. The process can also be presented 
symbolically in the form shown opposite (as 
transverse waves), the upper portion 
signifying a compression and the lower 
portion a decompression, while the straight 
line represents the position of rest, around 
which the excited particles oscillate. The 
compression and decompression constitute 
asound wave. This process can be demon-
strated by throwing a stone into a lake. The 
stone takes the place of the source of 
sound, and circular trains of waves move 
away from the spot where the stone is 
dropped. But waves so produced are not 
sound waves. Also, particles of water 




NUMBER OF OSCILLATIONS 
What we understand as sound is only that 
process of oscillation which the human ear 
perceives as noise, tone, etc. Therefore, 
what is of importance as a criterion, is the 
number of oscillations, or the number of 
waves produced in one second. This is 
termed FREQUENCY. One cycle signifies 
one oscillation per second. One thousand 
oscillations or cycles are called one 
kilocycle (Kc.). The human ear senses 
oscillations between about 16 and 20000 
cycles per second. 
TONE, PITCH, ULTRASOUND 
Sound, such as noise, music , etc. is 
composed of tones. A tone is an oscillation 
of adefinite and constant frequency (pitch). 
Thus, the concert pitch a, important in 
music, has a frequency of exactly 435 cis. 
A tone of lower frequency, down to about 
16 cis, is feit as a tone of lower pitch , and 
a tone of higher frequency, up to about 
20000 cis, as a tone of higher pitch. 
Oscillations that have a frequency of more 
than 20000 cis , which the human ear does 
not hear, are termed ULTRASOUND. In echo-
sounding, we are chiefly concerned with 
ultrasound. 
STRENGTH OF TONE 
Tones mayaiso differ in strength. A strong 
tone is produced by a strong generator of 
sound, and is distinguished by strang 
oscillations. Its waves have higher crests 
and deeper troughs, and the width of their 
oscillation is greater than that of softer 
tones. This width of oscil lat ion, which 
denotes the strength of the tone, is called 
AMPLITUDE. 
PROPAGATION OF SOUND 
high tone 





As stated above, sound is propagated - a fact which we know from experience. No conver-
sation, for instance, would be possible without sound propagation. It was also pointed out 
that the propagation of sound is bound up with a medium such as gas, fluid or asolid body. 
Where there is no medium, as in a vacuum, there is no sound . A frequently used laboratory 
test apparatus illustrates and proves this fact. In an air-tight glass container, a bell is hung 
which can be set in motion by a switch. Asound can then be distinctly heard. By throwing 
another switch, an air pump is set in motion, evacuating the air from the container. The 
longer the pump works, the softer is the sound of the bell. Finally, when practically all air has 
2 
been removed , no ringing can be heard, although the gong is seen striking the dome with the 
same lorce as when the sound was heard . This interesting test leads us to another important 
point in sound propagation: VELOCITY. 
VELOCITY OF SOUND 
The test cited above shows that the manner 
01 propagation 01 sound must depend on the 
medium (gas, Iluid, solid). Since no sound is 
propagated in a vacuum, the velocity there 
is equal to zero. It may be presumed that the 
velocity is different in each medium, owing 
to its different nature. A great number 01 
tests and measurements made 01 the veloci-
ty 01 sound in different materials have 
shown that this is true. In water (Iluid) sound 
is propagated laster than in air (a mi xture 01 
gases). In steel (solid) it is propagated more 
quickly than in water. Echosounding takes 
place in water, but water varies as lar as 
sound propagation is concerned. Accurate 
~ Air 330 m/sec 
Water ca. 1500 m/sec. 
Iron ca. 1500 m/sec. 
measurements have shown that sound is propagated more rapidly in salt water than in Iresh 
water. In warm water, it pro pagates more rapidly than in cold water. As we shall see lurther 
down, in echosounding it is necessary to know the precise veloc ity 01 sound. Echosounders 
lor navigation and lishing are preset at the lactory lor normally prevailing conditions. But 
since abnormal conditions 01 temperature and salinity are bound to occur, errors in measure-
me nt up to ± 4% can result il the sounder is set lor normal velocity. These errors do not, as a 
rule, affect navigation or lishing, but will affect hydrographie operations requiring greater 
accuracy. To correct these errors, the equipment must be reset according to recommendations 
on charts which give the correct velocity 01 sound lor exceptional temperature and salinity 
conditions. 
WAVE LENGTH 
The Irequency 01 a tone and velocity 01 its propagation determine the length 01 its wave. 
Sound in water, lor instance, covers about 1500 m/sec. (about 4920 It.isec.). In one second, a 
tone 011000 cis. perlorms 1000 oscillations while covering the distance 01 1500 m (4920 11). 
Therelore, 1000 waves added up have a length 01 1500 m (4920 11). One wave, being 1/1000 
part 01 this, has a length 01 1.5 m (4.92 11). The general equation lor this relationship is: 
Ve locity 01 Propagation 
Wavelength 
Frequency 
An ultrasonic oscillation 01 30 Kcs, as used with many types 01 echosounders, ELAC 
Fischlupe and Echograph among them, has a wavelength in water 01 5 cm, while 50 Kcs, 
which is also very suitable lor echosounding, has a wavelength in water 01 only 3 cm. 
REFLECTION 
When sound , traveling through a medium, reaches the border separating it Irom another 
medium (in which it would have a different wavelength and speed) - as in water at the surlace 
and at the bottom 01 the sea, - two things happen. A portion 01 the sound will enter the other 
medium, and a portion will be rellected. The proportion 01 sound penetrating and that being 
rellected depends on the nature 01 the two media. At the border between water and air, lor 
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instance, practically all sound is reflected because the media are very different from each 
other. The portion of sound that penetrates the other medium is virtually nil. The greater the 
difference between two adjacent media, the greater is the reflected portion of the sound. 
Except for size, objects such as fish (composed of bones, scales, bladder and meat) in a 
medium of water will have the same reflection characteristics as the border area between 
two different media. Broadly speaking, border areas between different media represent 
obstacles standing in the way of the propagation of sound. The amount of sound which is 
reflected from border areas is determined by the difference between the adjoining media. In 
simple terms, we might say that sound is rather unwilling to leave the medium in wh ich it 
was generated. Because it is this characteristic of sound reflection that makes echosoun· 
ding possible, we must learn more about the laws that govern it. The following paragraphs 
illustrate the principles involved. u~ .( 
ECHO -~~ 
The echo principle is very simple and anybody who has ever taken walks in mountainous 
areas knows about it. If you stand away from the mountain and shout out , then, after a few 
moments, the shout will return as an echo. It is always weaker and sometimes distorted. The 
rock as a medium is quite different in its material composition from the air in which the 
sound was propagated. Therefore, very liltle is lost through penetration into the rock when 
sound is reflected from it. Why then is the echo weaker than the original shout? Principally 
for two reasons. The first is based on the laws of sound propagation, while the second lies in 
the manner in wh ich sound is reflected from obstacles. 
RANGE AND DISPERSION OF SOUND 
Normally, as we have learned, sound emanating from a central source will spread uniformly 
in all directions. One might compare it with a set of spherical shells placed one inside the 
other. As sound spreads, it is dispersed and 'diluted' increasingly as it moves away from the 
spot where it originated. Since the surface of the sphere grows in proportion to the square of 
the radius, it is four times larger when the radius is doubled, nine times as large with three 
times the radius , and so forth. Thus, only one quarter of the sound intensity will impinge on a 
certain surface (ear drum, microphone membrane, echosounding transducer) at twice the 
distance, and one ninth of the intensity at three times the distance from the source. This 
means that the sound intensity per unit of surface decreases in proportion to the square of 
the distance covered when the sound is propagated in all directions (undirected sound). 
ABSORPTION 
Apart from this , sounu is also weakened by absorption while passing through a medium of 
propagation . To what degree it weakens by absorption depends on the nature of the medium 
and also on the frequency of sound. We shall see farther down how important this is to soun· 
ding technique. Since the phenomena of dispersion and absorption of sound are universally 
applicable, they weaken both the emitted sound and the reflected echo. In general , their 
influence determines the range of sound and , to a great extent, the range of the echo, whose 
strength is dependent sUbstantiallyon the conditions of reflection. 
GENERAL ECHO 
The fact that sound is reflected has al ready been established, but it must also be understood 
why and how. We cannot be satisfied with the fact that an echo is produced by reflection. As 
we are studying this matter with relation to echosounding, we must distinguish between a 
'general echo' and a 'useful echo'. 
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USEFUL ECHO 
When a man shouts, his mouth is the sound source and his ears, located close to his mouth, 
are the sound receivers wh ich pick up the echo thrown back. Similarly, in echosounders lor 
navigating and lishing, the sound transmitter and sound receiver are closely positioned in 
order to pick up as much 01 the echo as possible. That portion 01 the echo wh ich returns to 
the sound receiver is known as the uselul echo. The strength 01 the uselul echo, however, 
does not depend solely upon the proximity between the transmitting and receiving source. 
Aside lrom the effects 01 dispersion and absorption , the shape, position and nature 01 the 
surlace 01 the rellecting object (wall 01 rock , seabed , etc.) determine the strength 01 the 
uselul echo. 
LAW OF REFLECTION 
Rellected sound behaves much the same as light. 
Just as a beam can be made by letting sunlight 
into a dark room through a narrow hole, we can, 
theoretically, pick out a beam 01 sound Irom the 
total amount produced by so me source, and put it 
down on paper in the shape 01 a straight line. 
When that beam strikes a rellecting surlace at 
right angles, the echo will return along exactly the 
same path to its point 01 origin. But il it strikes the 
rellecting surlace at another angle, its rellection 
will deviate in a delinite way. II we draw a perpen· 
dicular to the rellecting surlace (axis 01 
incidence), the angle between the be am 01 sound 
and that perpendicular axis (angle 01 incidence) is 
equal to the angle between the echo beam and the 
perpendicular (angle 01 rellection), with the sound 
beam, the perpendicular and the echo Iying in one 
and the same plane. From this we derive the 10110' 
wing law which is valid throughout the theory 01 
oscillation: In rellected oscillation (01 sound, 
light , etc.), the angle 01 rellection is equal to the 
angle 01 incidence. We now understand that the 
first case described 01 asound beam hitting the 
rellecting surlace at right angles and being 
thrown back into itsell is only one 01 the many 
cases possible. But lor our consideration it is the 
most important case. From the law 01 rellection 
we can inler that it is only in this particular case 
that echoes will return to the place where the 
sound emanated (i.e. to the ear 01 the man who 
waited lor the echo to return lrom the rock lace, or 
to the receiver mounted close to the transmitter 01 
an echosounder). The beam 01 sound, the axis 01 
incidence, and the beam 01 the echo coincide 
because they are all at right angles, at the same 
point , to the surface 01 rellection. 
POSITION OF THE REFLECTOR 
~-JE~C-h-O-_-_-_-_-_-:-O .. _UE~_d J Beam 
Knowing this , we understand why we cannot see ourselves in a mirror, except when standing 
directly in Iront 01 it. Or, why, when looking into the mirror Irom the side, we see things that 
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appear at the same angle on the other side 01 
the mirror. Another example 01 a similar condi-
tion is that 01 a billiard ball hitting the cushion 
either at right angles or at a slightly acute angle. 
The ball will either return to the point Irom 
where it was pushed or it will roll away, more or 
less dellected, in a new direction. 
SHAPE OF THE REFLECTOR 
This explains why, in natural surroundings, there 
are so lew really perlect echoes, or producers 01 
echoes. A perlectly smooth wall 01 rock will 
rellect as a uselul echo only the small portion 
that strikes it at right angles. The major portion 
01 sound strikes it obliquely and is dellected 
sideways as shown by the law 01 rellection. There-
lore, a smooth rock wall or a brick wall is not a 
good producer 01 uselul echoes. Their shape 
prevents it. A concave mirror, however, is a good 
producer 01 echoes il it is properly shaped and 
correctly positioned in relation to the observer. 
The concave mirror as an echo transmitter is not 
01 interest to echosoundi ng, and we will not at-
tempt to discuss the problem 01 shaping such a 
rellector. The rellecting surlace most Irequently 
met with in echo sounding technique has the 
pather unsuitable shape 01 a surlace Iying at 
right angles to the sound incidence. This very 
important echo producer is the bottom 01 the 
sea. 
SEA SOnOM 
From whathas been said about cond itions 
governing rellected sound, it might be assumed 
that a horizontal and level seabed wi 11 produce 
more uselul echoes (in the area directly below 
the ship) than an inclined bottom (shelves near 
coasts or banks). Further, the law 01 rellection 
states that no uselul echoes 01 vertically 
emitted sound could return to the ship Irom an 
inclined seabed. Experience has shown, 
however, that this assumption is wrong. This 
can be explained by the lact that even the most 
level seabed has lew 01 the properties 01 an 
ideal mirror. It reacts to sound much like a 
distempered wall does to light. 
INFLUENCE OF SOnOM SURFACE 
Just as a distempered wall is coarse to light, the 
bottom 01 the sea, composed as it is 01 rough 
substances (stones, gravel, sand, mud, etc.) and 
never absolutely level , is coarse to sound. When 
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01 sound 
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hitting this rough reflector, sound will not follow 
the basic law of reflection and be deflected as a 
whole, but will be diffused in the same manner 
light is diffused , when reflected from a distem-
pered wall. When sound hits a rough surface, it 
meets with a great number of 'small surfaces' 
pointing in all possible directions relative to the 
direction of incidence. If one were to look at 
such a rough surface with a magnifying glass, 
he would see that part of the surface is perpen-
dicular to the axis of sound incidence. This sur-
face will give a useful echo. On the other hand, 
the majority of small surfaces do not lie at the 
same angle as the axis of incidence, and the 
portion of sound hitting these surfaces will be 
deflected in all directions and be useless for 
sounding. It is obvious furthermore that , in re-
spect to this roughness of the seabed, nature 
has provided a great variety of transitions from 
clay, sand, gravel and pebbles up to broken rock of 
all sizes. As a result , there will be a great many 
changes in the strength of the useful echoes, 
whether on level or shelving ground . 
STRENGTH OF SOTTOM ECHO 
In spite of this roughness, the bottom of the sea, whether vertical or at an angle to the axis of 
incidence, produces more useful echoes than it would if it had the polished surface of a 
mirror. From what we have said about the fundamental laws governing reflection , we know 
that , as a rule, the bollom of the sea will give fewer strong and useful echoes as it inclines 
from the horizontal. 
FISH IN DENSE SHOALS 
Let us now consider a large shoal of herring, so 
densely packed that one fish practically 
touches the other, and that the upper surface is 
more or less level. With its position to sound 
incidence and regarding the rough nature of its 
surface, this shoal would be like a seabed 
consisting of large pebbles. If we consider the 
previously mentioned characteristics of shape, 
position and nature of surface, the shoal should 
produce an echo very much like that of a similar 
seabed i.e. an equal amount of useful soundings, 
resp. echoes. Actually, however, the echo from a 
shoal of herring is weaker. This is explained 
by what has been said about the material 
composition of echo producers and the influence 
it has on the strength of echoes. 
ECHO STRENGTH, SEASED, FISH 
The seabed is composed of rat her hard bodies_ In our example these bodies are stones. 
Fish , as we know, consist of much softer elements, such as scales, bones and meat. The 
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difference in substance between stone and water is greater than between lish and water 
since 80% 01 the lish is water. lt is obvious therelore that, even Irom extremely den se shoals 
01 lish, as in our example, we cannot expect an echo as strong as is produced by a similarly 
lormed seabed. More generally it may be said that most 01 the other marine organisms will 
give weaker echoes (because 01 their material composition) than do most 01 the dead 
objects lound in the sea. 
THIN SHOALS OF FISH 
Looking at the case 01 a shoal 01 lish loosely packed and consisting 01 one layer only as 
shown in the sketch, it is evident that we are now considering a new condition. This thin 
shoal 01 herring is a producer 01 echoes 01 a 
different type and is distinguished Irom the 
others we have been considering, in that a 
portion 01 the sound will pass right through 
it. It might be compared to a sieve. The greater 
the clearance between the individual members 
01 the shoal, the wider would be the meshes 
01 the sieve and the greater is the portion 01 
the sound that would pass through it. It is 
clear Irom this that the less den se a shoal 01 
lish is, the less sound it will rellect. It is 
possible, 01 course, that sound passing 
through the openings in the shoal will en-
counter other objects lrom which it will be 
rellected . These objects vary. They may be 
lish 01 the same shoa I swimming at greater 
depth, cr possibly, the bottom 01 the sea. 
Those lamiliar with echosounders know 
that the seabed below a shoal 01 lish is 
almost always shown on the instrument un-
less the water depth exceeds the range 01 
the sounder. They know, too, that the thick-
ness 01 the shoal will also be indicated. (We 
shall see below that there are reservations 
regarding the reliability 01 indications 01 
thickness). Normally, there are virtually no 
shoals so heavily packed that they would 
prevent any sound Irom passing through. 
This lact is particularly uselul in lish 
linding. II the bottom echo could not be 
received, bottom trawling would be hand i-
capped considerably. 
ISOLATED FISH 
As the distance between lish in a shoal is 
increased, eventually the resulting echo will 
be that 01 a single lish. It is ev ident that this 
single lish would give the weakest echo 01 
the lot. Like any other producer 01 echoes, it 
cannot rellect any more sounds than impinges 
on it. Naturally, the amount 01 sound hitting 
one lish is smaller than that hitting a number 





fish will produce weaker echoes than a group of fish . By the same token , less sound will hit a 
small fish than a big one. That is why echoes from small fish are different from those coming 
from big f ish. In summation, we might say that the denser a shoal is, the stronger is its echo. 
A shoal of fish gives a stronger echo than does an individual member of the shoal, and a big 
fish gives a stronger echo than a small fish . 
WHY USE ULTRASOUND? 
WAVELENGTH AND REFLECTION 
We have seen that in modern echosounders ultrasound (over 20000 cis.) instead of audible 
sound (16 cis. to 20000 cis.) is used almost universally, especially in sounders designed for 
fish finding . One of the reasons for this is that the ratio between the size of the echoproducer 
and the wavelength of the sound in question has an influence on the quality of reflection. 
When a storm beats on a pierhead , the waves are thrown back, but they pass by a single pole 
near the pierhead without any remarkable reflection. While the pierhead is big in comparison 
with the wavelength, the pole is small. The water waves ment ioned here as weil as any sound 
waves are so much the more reflected as the echoproducer is several times bigger than the 
wavelength. From what has already been said, we know that because of its higher frequency 
ultrasound has shorter waves than audible sound. In water, a tone of 1000 cycles has a 
wavelength 01 1.5 m (4.92 ft), and a tone 0130000 cycles, which is used in many echosoun· 
ders, has a wavelength of 5 cm (2'). Therefore, ultrasound will be reflected beller by smaller 
objects, such as fish, than will audible sound. A rule of thumb says that the best conditions 
of reflection exist when the wavelength of sound used for sounding is not much longer than 
the diameter of the fish being sounded. Therefore, an ultrasonic pulse of 30 Kcs with a 
wavelength of 5 cm (2') is particularly weil adapted for bigger fish , and sound of 50 Kcs and 
wavelength of 3 cm is beller for smaller fish , such as anchovies or sardines. 
LENGTH OF PULSE 
In ultrasound, very short sound pulses are emilled which, as is to be shown , are 
indispensable in 'resolving ' echograms, particularly of fish . 
NOISE INTERFERENCE 
Any ship in motion will produce noise, which is apt to be picked up by the receiving 
transducer of the sounding equipment thus interfering with the indication of the actual echo. 
Most of these noises caused by the rush of water, the pounding of engines or the 
propeller are within the range of audible sound. When using a receiving transducer tuned to 
ultrasonic frequencies , these noises will not or barely be received , and indication of 
echosignals will be less affected. Apart from this, sound pulses audible to the human ear, 
such as those fram sonic sounders or impact sounders, may in the long run become a 
nuisance to the crew. 
CONCENTRATION AND RANGE 
Ultrasound has several other advantages over audible sound . We have seen that sound 
ordinarily spreads in all directions, and that as a result, the intensity of sound per unit of 
area decreases in porportion to the square of the distance. It is possible, however, by 
adequate construction of the source of sound , to prevent the sound fram spreading evenly in 
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all directions, i.e. locus most 01 it into one 
delinite direction. One example 01 this is the 
megaphone. Every sailor knows that by means 
01 this instrument the sound is concentrated 
and considerably magnilied within the range 01 
the human voice. In many instances, however, 
the concentration achieved with the megaphone 
does not suffice, and other methods must be 
employed. In sound signalling equipment, lor 
example, a number 01 sound sources are 
arranged on top 01 each other at a certain 
distance. In this way it is possible, lor reasons 
not to be explained here, to obtain sufficient 
concentration and range for signalling stations 
such as ELAC loghorns. One could praceed in 
the same way in underwater sounding il the 
apparatus required to transmit the sound was 
not so bulky and undesirable lor various other 
reasons. With ultrasound, better results are 
obtained, and we shall now explain why. 
CONCENTRATION OF ULTRASOUND 
In the transmission 01 sound, the degree of concentration achieved depends upon the ratio 
01 the wavelength to the diameter 01 the radiating surlace. The lalter must be greater than 
the wavelength . II one were to concentrate audible sound of 1000 cis in water, with 
wavelength 01 1.5 m (4.92 11), the radiating surlace would have to have a diameter 01 at least 
1.5 m (4.92 11). This would certainly involve technical dilliculties. Using a 30 Kcs sound pulse 
and a wavelength of 5 cm (2'), asound transducer with adequate radiating surlace can easily be 
constructed. A TRANSDUCER with a Irequency 01 30 Kos as would be used today has a radiating 
surface of about 8.5 x 14.0 cm. The smaller diameter, therefore, equals approx. 1.7 wavelengths 
and the long diameter 2.8 wavelengths. In order to obtain the same concentration with higher 
Irequencies, the transducers may be correspondingly smaller. It is obvious Irom this that 
ultrasound lavors concentration of radiated sound to an exceptional degree. This concentra-
tion is 01 very great importance lor the efficiency 01 the sounding technique. It enables the 
indication 01 depth to be more accurate when the seabed is 01 a peculiar contour, and it im-
proves the interpretation of the signals fram lish wh ich, in lact, would be impossible without 
concentration. 
ULTRASOUND ABSORPTION 
For the already mentioned reasons, ultrasound is prelerred in echosounding and, lor the same 
reasons, is a must lor fish linding sounders although compared to sound of low (audible) 
Irequency it has one important disadvantage. At equal transmission power the range 01 
sounding is shorter. We have seen that the range 01 sound, apart lram being dispersed in 
space, is limited by gradual absorption of the sound on its way through the medium 01 propa-
gation. The rate 01 absorption, however, is not equal at all Irequencies, but increases greatly 
with higher frequencies . What we are saying is that an ultrasound pulse is more thoroughly 
absorbed and does not, therelore, reach as lar as audible sound. In this respect sounding 
technique is in a dilemma. To make best use 01 the advantages presented by ultrasound, it is 
desirable to use Irequencies that are as high as possible. Nevertheless, sounders are 
expected to have a certain minimum range which may almost impossible to achieve with 
high Irequencies. Today's sounding Irequencies range Irom 20 to 50 Kcs, depending on the 




Ultrasonie sounders whieh are eommonly used in navigation and fishing will sound water 
depths to a maximum of 3000 m (approx . 1660 fathoms). (Usually, the instrument seal es do 
not attain such a value). Fish have been detected with these sounders down to depths of over 
1000 m (approx. 555 fathoms) . 
TRANSMISSION POWER 
This range which is extraordinary for ultrasonie sounders, is obtained by means of a high 
transmiss ion power, good reeeiving amplification, and as mentioned above, the coneentra· 
tion of sound . In ELAC sounders, the electric transmission power is approximately 5 watts 
per em2 (32 watts per square inch) of the radiating surface, which corresponds to apressure 
of approximately 4 b. Higher ratings of power are of no use to sounding because they will give rise 
to the formation of vacuum bubbles in the water near the transducer surfaces (cavitation). 
We have seen that no sound is propagated in a vaeuum. These little bubbles would impede 
the radiation of sound. Amplification and eoneentration of sound which , as we have seen, 
also affect the range, will be diseussed in detail later on. 
SONIC SOUNDERS 
The range of modern ultrasonie sounders meets the requirements of navigation and fishing. 
When greater depths are to be measured, sound of audio frequency must be used instead of 
ultrasound, for reasons explained. With so·called sonie sounders, such as the ELAC Deep 
Sea Sounder, any depth of water up to 11000 m (approx . 6110 fathoms) ean be sounded. In 
such a case, the disadvantages of sonie sound for echosounding have to be taken into 
aecount, espeeially where high aceuracy of measurement is required . 
SOUNDING TECHNIQUE AND SOUNDERS 
PRINCIPLES 
MEASURING DISTANCE BY SOUND 
We have seen that sound is propagated at a eertain velocity wh ich, independent of 
frequeney, wavelength and intensity of sound, is determined exclusively by the nature of the 
medium of propagation. The velocity of propagation has been measured for a great number 
of media (gaseous, fluid , and solid bodies). Proceeding from these facts, the velocity of 
sound ean be used to measure distanees. 
PROCEDURE EMPLOYED 
If we know that so me short sound pulse is generated at a partieular place and moment, all 
we have to do is to measure the time that elapses from that moment until the sound arrives 
at the spot where we stand. If we multiply that time (seconds) by the known velocity 01 sound 
(per second) in the medium eoncerned, the result is the distance Irom the spot where the 
sound pulse was generated, to our place 01 observation. 
DISTANCE OF THUNDERSTORMS 
In this way one can lind out how lar a thunderstorm is Irom a given point. We know that thun· 
der is the product 01 lightning which , among other things, generates a light effeet. Light is 
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propagated at a velocity of about 300000 km/sec. Thunder 
(sound in air) does not cover more than about 330 m/sec. 
Light, therefore, travels about a million times faster in air 
than sound. Its velocity is so great that the lightning , even 
if it flashes many miles away, is seen by us at practically 
the same moment. The thunder produced at the same 
time travels much slower and reaches the observer much 
later. Therefore, if we count the seconds between the 
flash of lightning and the thunder, multiplying the result 
by the velocity of sound per second, we have the distance 
of the lightning and of the thunderstorm from a given 
point. If, for instance, 3 seconds elapse between lightning and thunder, the distance is about 
3 x 330 = 990 m (3 x 1000 feet or 3000 feet). 
MEASURING DISTANCE BY SOUND AND ECHO 
By the same method, one can determine how far 
he is from a wall of rock. He need only measure 
the time elapsing between a shout and the 
arrival of its echo. The sound emitted covers the 
distances not once but twice - there and back. 
The actual distance, therefore, is the result of 
multiplication of transit time and velocity of 
sound, divided by two. Counting three seconds 
between the shout and its echo, the sound 
again covers 990 m (3000 ft) in air, but the 
distance between the wall of rock and the place 
of observation is only one half the distance or 
495 m (1500 ft). 
PRINCIPLE OF ECHOSOUNDING 
This last example explains the principle of 
echosounding. It consists of no more than 
measuring the time between the generation of a 
sound pulse and the arrival of the echo, then 
multiplying it by the known velocity of sound 
and dividing the result by two. The schematic 
diagram of an instrument used for this purpose 
is shown here. A sound pulse is emitted into the 
water by a pulse generator via a transducer. The 
echo is picked up by a receiving transducer, is 
amplified and indicated by a combined timing 
and indicating unit. Details of the operation and 
construction of the transducers will be given in 
this text. At the time of invention of the echo-
sounder, conditions were, of course, far from 
being as clear and natural as they are today. 
Therefore, the accomplishment of the German 
physicist Alexander Behm, who had both 
recognized the usefulness of this method for 
soundings in water and invented the first 
devices suitable for these operations, is to be 
highly appreciated . Dr. H. Hecht, physicist and 
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one of the founders of ELAC, promoted the technical development in this field by his investi-
gations on sound propagation in water and shaping of hydroacoustic emitters. Physicists 
and engineers of many nations have since been seeking to constantly improve the echo-
sounders. However, for this brachure, we will confine ourselves to a close examination of 
today's echosounders, with special regard to the products of Messrs. Honeywell-ELAC, Kiel. 
FACTORS LlMITING ACCURACY OF MEASUREMENT 
VELOCITY OF SOUND 
It is evident that the accuracy in measuring distance by the echosounding method depends on 
two factars: the degree of accuracy of the known velocity of sound, and the accuracy of the time 
measurement. Many measurements of sound velocity are available. The exact influence of 
temperature and salinity of water is known and can be taken into consideration whenever 
required. It is also known that , as a result of these influences in natural surroundings, 
measurement errors up to ± 4% can occur, i.e. in the North Sea, for instance, sounders set 
to normal conditions by manufacturer will indicate 100 m water depth as 100 m. In cold fresh 
water of the same depth, the sounder would, in an extreme case, indicate 96 m while in the 
Red Sea, which is very salty and warm, about 104 m would be indicated. If these errors are 
tao great for the work to be performed , the sounder can be adjusted to prevailing conditions 
and will then measure more accurately. 
MEASUREMENT OF TIME 
The importance of accurate time measurement is shown by the figures listed on the chart be-
low. The velocity of sound in water is about 1500 mlsec or 819 fmslsec. If the echo returns 
from the bottom 1 second after transmission of the pulse, the depth would be half that value, 
viz. 750 m or 409,50 fathoms. 
410 fms depth 1 Second of transit time 
41 fms depth 1110 Second of transit time 
4.1 fms depth 11100 Second of transit time 
0.41 fm depth 111000 Second of transit time 
0.04 fm depth 1110000 Second of transit time 
From this chart it is easy to see that , if the depth of water has to be measured within 
accuracy of 1 m or 3 ft , it is necessary that the transit time be measured accurately up to 
111000 sec. If the depth has to be measured accurately up to 4' or 10 cm , as is demanded for 
survey work in rivers and harbors, the time must be measured accurately to within 1110000 
sec. This shows that a rather efficient timing instrument is required to measure very short in-
tervals of time. Today's modern technology, of course, permits to precisely measure the 
depth of any sea bottom or the depth of fish and shoals of fish to within fractions of a meter 
or fathom. 
SOUNDING DEPTH 
As a rule, only distances between the transducer and the object that is being sounded (sea-
bed or fish) can be measured by the echosounding method. These distances are sounding 
depths, but what the navigator or the fisherman wants to know is the true depth, i.e. the shor· 
test distance between the object and the water surface. This requirement is most easily met 
at the instant that the vessel is directly above an object, because the distance between the 
object and the transducers is then equal to the depth at which the object is located vertically 
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below the ship. The depths 01 objects located vertically below a ship will be indicated by the 
echosounding method. But how about objects not located vertically below, but somewhere 
off to one side and away Irom the ship? To answer this question , we have to distinguish 
between the bottom 01 the sea and objects suspended or Iree to move in the water, such as 
lish . 
~ ;r/ j i -:::~-~ . -' -~- ~~ ___ ~ .1 .::-
LEVEL SEABEO -
The problem is simple as long as the seabed is 
level. The shortest path Irom the ship to the 
bottom is the vertical connection, i.e. the depth 
01 water (1). Asound beam traveling (2 or 3) on a 
slant has to cover a longer distance. Echoes 
lrom objects directly below the ship will arrive 
belore those Irom directions other than the 
vertical. Therelore, il the starting point 01 the 
overall echo is used lor timing, as it habitually 
is, one will obtain the true depth at the ship 's 
position. 
SLOPING SEABEO 
Things are dillerent when the seabed slopes. In 
such cases, the lirst partial echo to arrive does 
not come lrom a point vertically below, but 
depending on the shape 01 the slope, Irom a 
point on the side (1) . The echo coming lrom 
vertically below (2), wh ich is the one giving the 
true depth under the keel, arrives later. It is 
submerged somewhere in the general echo, and 
cannot be identilied. In cases like this , the star-
ting point 01 the echoes does not indicate the 
true depth at the position 01 the ship. The depth 
indicated will be shallower than the true depth. 
BUMPY SEABEO 
Similar errors occur with a bumpy seabed . II the 
ship, as shown in the opposite sketch, is above 
a narrow trough, it is possible that the trough 
will not be recorded at all. This is so because 
echoes Irom the edges 01 the trough (1 and 2) 
will arrive before the echoes Irom the bottom 01 
the trough (3). The latter echoes cannot be sepa-
rated from the volume 01 echoes and will be 01 
no value lor measurement. Once again the true 
depth of water below the ship is not indicated. A 
shallower depth indication results because the 
total volume of echoes corresponds to the tran-
sit time 01 the shortest path between the ship 
and the bottom 01 the sea (1). Also, the profile 01 
the seabed will not be displayed correctly. 
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ECHO FROM FISH 
What has been expla ined concerning bottom 
echoes also applies to echoproducers Iree to 
move in the water, such as lish. Only lish that 
are direct ly below the ship (1) are indicated at 
their true depth . Fish somewhere on the side 
will be shown deeper than they actually are, and 
continue to appear larther down as they go to 
the side (2 ,3). Because the indication 01 lish 
does not show with certainty whether they are 
vertically below the ship or not, it will be 
impossible at times tohell the true depth 01 a 
single lish or 01 a small shoal. 
HOW TO AVOID ERRORS IN MEASUREMENT 
1, 2. 3, 
It is evident that these errors 01 measurement will be greatest when sound is radiated evenly 
in all directions, and when echoes come in evenly Irom all directions, as is the case 01 sonic 
sounders operating on audio Irequency. An obvious way to avoid these errors or to lessen 
them is by concentrating the transmitted and the received sound . This demonstrates the 
superiority 01 ultrasound over sonic sound, as, lor reasons we have put lorward, ultrasound 
can be concentrated much easier than sonic sound due to the great wavelength 01 the latter. 
DISADVANTAGES OF SHARP CONCENTRATION ...J 
At lirst glance one would think that the 
narrowest concentration is the best means 01 
eliminating errors 01 measurement. With a very 
narrow beam 01 sound transmitted vertically to 
the bottom, echoes would be produced vertical· 
Iy only below the ship, and no spurious echoes 
would come in Irom the sides. But such sharp 
concentration would have the disadvantage that 
it would not work as expected , except with the 
ship steady on an even keel. That, however, 
happens very rarely because the sea is not olten 
as smooth as a mirror. II the ship ralls , the 
sharply concentrated sound beam (assuming 
that the transducers are lirmly litted in the 
ship 's bottom) will lollow the rolling motion, 
pointing al ternately lram side to side and rarely 
pointing straight down. The result would be a 
totally undecipherable mixture 01 indications 01 
depth . This is true not only in the case 01 
a sloping or wavy seabed, but also in the case 01 
level graund and 01 lish, wh ich makes matters 
worse. There is a possibility 01 counteracting 
the inlluence 01 the ship 's motion by stabilizing 
the transducers against the ship's rolling. 
Remedial mechanical and electrical procedu· 
res , however, would necessitate considerable 
technical equipment. 
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For the above reasons, the idea 01 sharp concentration has been abandoned and a compromise 
has been chosen. In most cases, it lullills the demands made by navigators and l ishermen 
on accurate measurement. This is all the more true il the user knows the weak point 01 his 
echosounder, and takes it into consideration when interpreting indications. This compromise 
lies between two extremes: even sound radiation and reception in all directions and narro-
west concentration 01 the beam 01 sound . The modern ELAC ultrasonic echosounders do not 
cover the entire area 01 water around the ship, but only one part 01 it that has weil delined 
limits. We shall call that part the effective zone or coverage. 
EFFECTIVE ZONE 
Coverage relers to the area 01 water Irom which under certain conditions echoes are 
received and indicated. Its shape and size depend on a number 01 conditions. To understand 
these, we shall have to discuss at length the operation 01 modern ultrasonic sounders. 
SOUNDING TECHNIQUE 
ULTRASOUND GENERATION 
There are a number 01 ways to generate ultrasound, each 01 which has its advantages and 
disadvantages. The transducers employed today use either the magnetostriction effect or 
the electrostriction effect (piezoelectric effect). 
MAGNETOSTRICTION EFFECT 
Magnetostriction relers to an effect by which lerromagnetic substances, particularly nickel, 
or certain nickel alloys, undergo changes in length under the inlluence or effect 01 a magnetic 
lield. Magnetic lields are easily generated electrically. They arise around any wire 
through which current is passed. Electromagnets are based on this phenomenon. II we take 
a nickel rod with a coil 01 wire wound around it and apply an electric pulse lrom a discharging 
capacitor, lor example, the rod will contract . Though contraction is very smalI, it serves the 
purpose. When the pulse has passed, current no 
longer passes through the coil, and the magnetic 
lield breaks down. Due to its inherent elasticity, 
the rod continues to increase and decrease in size 
lor some time, but in diminishing amounts, until it 
comes to astandstill at its original length. It 
undergoes what is called suppressed oscillation, 
!\ !\ /\ ..... 
which, upon the pulse, begins with the greatest width (amplitude) and lades out with rapidly 
decreasing amplitude. It might be compared to the movement 01 a pendulum that has been 
pushed once. The whole process in the nickel rod takes place within about 1/1000 seconds. 
ELECTROSTRICTION EFFECT 
In transducers operating on the electrostrictive effect, a column 01 ceramic material (mostly 
barium titanate or lead zirconate) is provided with a metal layer at both Iront ends. II a 
voltage is applied to the two metal layers, the ceramic column will contract in a way 
resembling that 01 the nickel rod under magnetostrictive effect. Similarly, a damped oscilla-
tion can be generated by impulsive excitation. 
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RESONANTFREQUENCY 
The Irequency (number 01 oscillalions per second) 01 such elaslic oscillalion depends on Ihe 
lenglh 01 the rod and Ihe properlies 01 Ihe malerial 01 which il is made. Said Irequency, being 
01 a delrnlle order lor a specrlrc Iransducer, is called resonanl Irequency. II is possible 10 
make Iransducers 01 praclically any resonanl Irequency including 30 Kcs or 50 Kcs. 
RELEASE OF ENERGY 
II Ihe oscillaling end 01 such a rod is pul inlo waler, il will Iransmil ils energy inlo Ihe waler. 
The oscrllalron wrll spread oul in Ihe manner explained previously. 
TRANSDUCERS 
The magneloslriclive Irans-
ducer used lor echosoun-
ding loday resembles a 
package ralher Ihan a rod. 
This is due 10 Ihe lacI Ihal 
Ihe radialing surface musl 
be 01 a cerlain minimum 
size, in order 10 concenlrale 
Ihe sound sufficienlly. The 
lenglh 01 Ihe 'rod ' which is 
delermined by Ihe desired 
resonanl Irequency, is shor-
ler Iherelore in sounding 
transducers Ihan Ihe diame-
ler QI Ihe radialing surlace. 
Because 01 design consider-
alions, Ihe wire is not wound Nickel slack 
around Ihe Iransducer, bul 
laken Ihrough 51015. Also, 10 
avoid eddy currenl loss, Ihe 
melal package is not solid, bul is made 01 laminalions, insulaled lrom one anolher as is 
done in an eleclromagnel or a Iranslormer. 
ACOUSTIC POWER 
In ELAC sounders, Ihe power necessary 10 generale an ullrasonic pulse va ries belween 100 W 
and 15 kW. As has previously been menlioned, Ihe so produced ullrasonic power is aboul 
5 Watts/cm2. 
When judging Ihe effecliveness 01 an echosounder, Ihe mosl imporlanl index is Ihe 
so-called source level, i.e. the sound pressure in micropascal al a distance 011 m Irom Ihe 
Iransducer. In Ihe logarilhmic syslem, il is moslly indicated in decibel (db). In today's 
sounders, it attains 
200 to 230 db. 
Relalive 10 Ihe previous microbar unil al 1 m dislance, Ihe values were 100 db lower, i.e. 
amounled to 
10010130 db. 
The source level 01 a sounder has more importanl 10 say Ihan Ihe electric pulse power, be-
cause Ihe source level also covers Ihe efficiency and concenlration capacily of a Iransducer. 
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SOUNDING PULSE 
With magnetostrictive transducers it is thus possible, to easily convert an electric pulse 
into a damped ultrasonic pulse. In ELAC echosounders, the ultrasonic pulse lasts about 
1/1000 sec. It is strong at the beginning, and it fades rapidly. 1130 Kcs are used, the electro-
sonic pulse of no more than 1/1000 seconds consists of 30 oscillations. The thirty waves 
set up an inaudible 'tone' , which is strong at first but fades out rapidly. 
INVERSE TRANSDUCER EFFECT 
Like many other physical phenomena, the magnetostrictive effect is reversible. When a 
premagnetized transducer is compressed, an electric pulse is generated (induced) in the 
wire coil around it. The more the transducer is compressed (shortened), the stronger is the 
pulse. The mechanical reduction can be brought about by a blow. But it also occurs when the 
submerged transducer is hit by asound wave. The crest of the wave produces a contraction, 
and the trough causes an expansion of the transducer. When hit by a number of waves (wave 
train), the transducer resonates in rhythm with the waves, producing a corresponding 
succession of electric pulses in the wire coi!. Magnetostrictive transducers therefore can be 
used to convert an electric pulse into a sound pulse and , in reverse, a sound pulse into 
alternating electric voltage. 
RESONANCE, SELECTION OF TONE 
This resonance is strongest when the frequency 01 the arriving oscillation is equal to the 
frequency of the receiving transducer, or in other words, when the transducer is in resonance 
with the oscillation. This is true only to the extent that a transducer of 30 Kc/s resonant 
frequency will respond to a frequency of 30 Kcls while oscillations of different Irequencies 
will hardly produce any effect on the transducer. Tl'lis shows that the transducer has a very 
strong power of selection in relation to the frequencies of arriving oscillations. It 
distinctly gives preference to the tone whose frequency corresponds to the transducer's own 
resonant frequency. That is the reason why sounders equipped with such transducers are so 
insensitive to interfering noise, as we have seen above. 
TRANSDUCERS AND HOW TO MOUNT THEM 
In modern echosounders, only one transducer is used for transmission and reception. In 
special cases, however, two transducers may be used. Both having the same resonant 
frequency, the receiving transducer responds almost exclusively to the ultrasonic pulses 
generated by the transmitting transducer, or to their echo. For special purposes such as 
surveying shallow waters, there are transducers which can be fastened outboard on any 
small craft. The survey sounder, for example, can be so equipped with them. Echosounding 
is impossible under certain conditions, particularly when the propeller is reversed or the 
rudder thrown over suddenly, or when the ship is rolling and pitching in a heavy sea, thus 
causing water containing air bubbles to be carried under the bottom of the ship. We have 
seen that on the border between water and air sound is reflected nearly 100 per cent. That is 
why great masses of air bubbles below the ship's bottom will completely stop the 
propagation of sound. When this condition is created by reversing the propeller, there is no 
remedy. But interference caused by the rolling and pitching of the ship in a heavy sea, or by 
high speed of the ship, can be reduced by skillful selection of the transducer mounting 
position. Caution should be used in selecting a position such that when the ship is exposed 
to a heavy sea or high speed runs, the least possible amount of air will brush by the trans-
ducers. Shipowners should consult with experienced ELAC personnel before choosing the 
transducer location . 
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The transmission pulse is a damped train 01 oscillation and, consequently, the echo pulse is 
01 the same nature. The receiving transducer responds to the lirst wave that arrives, but does 
not contract strongly at lirst because 01 the inertia inherent in the material. It will, instead, 
rise slowly, turning itsell to resonance. When the exciting sound oscillation has laded out, 
the receiving transducer will continue to oscillate lor a short while. As a result 01 the rising 
and lalling , the electric pulse generated by the receiving transducer is different and longer 
than the transmission pulse. It corresponds to an inaudible tone, starting low, swelling to 
maximum intensity and then lading out soltly. 
AMPLIFICATION OF RECEPTION 
The electric pulse generated by a receiving transducer is, 01 course, very weak. To actuate an 
indicator it must lirst be amplilied. In echosounders this is done by an amplilier similar to 
the type used in radio receivers. The degree 01 amplilication in echosounders is controlled 
optionally, much in the manner as sound volume is controlled in radio sets. With low amplili-
cation only strong echoes are indicated, while with higher amplilication correspondingly 
weaker echoes will be recorded as weil. Modern echosounding amplit'iers have a very high 
gain. In ELAC lish linding sounders, the electric energy generated by the receiving transducers 
can be amplilied up to 100 million times. With the amplilier turned up lully, even interlering 
noises outside the sounding Irequency are indicated . These, however, are picked up very 
leebly by the receiving transducers. The lact that the amplilication 01 received signals can 
be controlled enables the user to choose within wide limits the degree 01 gain he will apply 
to the echoes. Success, particularly in sounding lor lish, depends largely on the intelligent 
use made 01 this lacility. We shall talk about this at greater length when we have completed 
our discussion 01 the lunction 01 modern sounders. 
TIME MEASUREMENT AND INDICATION 
Since we now have some knowledge 01 the techniques lor the transmission and reception 01 
ultrasound, we shall attempt to learn how the measurement 01 the time 01 transit 01 sound 
pulses is made and how the indication 01 echoes is presented in modern echosounders. We 
remember that time must be measured accurately within 1/1000 seconds ordinarily, and 
with 1/10000 seconds lor higher requirements . We have heard lurthermore that the 
sounding depth can be computed Irom the measured time 01 transit and the known velocity 
01 sound. It cannot be expected, 01 course, that in routine soundings depth should be 
calculated at each individual sounding. This work must be done by the sounder, which also 
should indicate the result in meters or lathoms or any other unit 01 length in a suitable indi-
cator. The timer, the calculating machine and the indicator lorm one lunctional unit , and in 
modern sounders, this tr i pie task is actually accomplished by a single apparatus. For the 
measurement and calculation 01 time, a unilorm movement 01 certain speed is used. Indica-
tion 01 sounding depth is carried out in lour ways, depending on what type 01 indication is 
desired. There are now lour basic types 01 echosounders, 01 which the first three are equal or 
similar in construction and operation. 
Ultrasonic echosounders are provided with: 
(1) Flash indication 
(2) Scope indication 
(3) Graph indication 
(4) Digital indication 
(ELAC Echometer and ELAC Echoscope) 
(ELAC Fischlupe) 
(ELAC Echographs) 
(ELAC Digital Indication) 
Each 01 the methods 01 indication has its own special leatures. Technical elaborateness, 
price and operating expenses diller. Apart lrom negligible differences of power 
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consumpt ion , graph indication requires recording paper involving cost which does not occur 
in the other systems. In scope indication, the rather expensive Braun tube is subject to 
natural wear and requires to be renewed now and then. No Braun tube is used in equ ipment 
with graph or flash ind ications. The latter type is least costly to operate. In judging the 
individual value of each type, technical perfeetion should come first. Considerations such as 
purchasing price and operating cost , will also, of course, play a part in deciding which type 
should be bought. It should, however, also be noted that , according to the recommendations 
of the IMCO (International Marine Commission) and the national regulations ensuing 
therefrom, every ship must be equipped with a recording apparatus (echograph), designed as 
navigation echosounder, and fulfilling certain minimum requirements. The wide choice 
ELAC offers enables the buyer to select the unit that best suits his particular demands. The 
following is a description of the different types of indicators . 
FLASH INDICATION 
From the schematic drawing (see next page) the operation of this method 01 indication, 
using a luminous pointer, can be easily understood. One of the essential elements of this 
unit is a circular disk (3) wh ich, like the turntable of arecord player, is made to rotate by an 
electric driving motor (1) through an adjustable gear (2), at adefinite and absolutely constant 
speed . This disk has a narrow slot near the edge witli a small neon tube or light emitting 
diode (LED) (5) mounted behind it. The lamp is connected to the amplilier of the receiving 
transducer by means of a slide contact. The tube lights up as soon as a sound pulse arrives 
at the transducer. Also 
mounted on the axis 01 the 
disk is a cam plate (6,7) 
briefly closing a contact (A) 
at a definite moment. Con-
tael (A) serves 10 release the 
sound pulse via a relay and 
an impulse circuit , thus 
briefly blocki ng the soun-
ding amplifier, in order to 
suppress any spurious indi-
cation of what we will call 
"zero sound " (see following 
section). 
Disk (3) rotates behind the 
transparent circular depth 
scale (4). the cam plates (6 or 
7) are so set on the disk 
axis that the transmission 
contact (A) closes at the mo· 
ment the slot with attached 
indicator lamp (5) passes be-
hind the zero point of the 
scale, possibly requIrIng 
correction (see zero point 
setting). Thersby, the trans-
mission. pulse is suddenly 
released and passes through 
the windings of the trans-
ducer, exciting it to perform 











As a result of what was explained , two things happen at the receiving end, immediately and 
in rapid succession: An electric pulse is generated in the receiving channel by electric action 
of the transmitting channel. This process is called zero sound. Normally, the zero sound 
would be amplified through the sounding amplifier and indicated as an echo. But in the 
ELAC sounders of this type it is suppressed by blocking the sounding amplifier. Timing 
starts at the moment of the zero sound. While zero sound is generated in the same manner in 
all types of echosounders, it is suppressed in sounders with flash and scope indications, but 
recorded in sounders with graph indication. 
ZERO POINT SETTING 
Depth sounding normally should refer to the surface of the water as zero point. Transducers, 
however, are not located at the surface, but in most cases are mounted at the bottom of a 
ship. Their distance from the surface of the water is approximately equal to the draft of the 
ship. Since it is the depth of the sea that is to be sounded , or the distance between the 
surface and the bottom of the sea, and not the depth below the keel , it is obvious that the 
submerged location of the transducers must somehow be taken into consideration. This can 
be done either by adding the draft of the ship to the depth indicated below the keel , or by 
setting the indicator so that the results include the distance from the surface to the depth 
at which the transducers are mounted. To achieve this, the indication at the moment of 
sound transmission must be moved away from the zero point on the scale to the setting 
which corresponds to the depth of the transducer (on the sounding scale). If the transducers 
are mounted at the bottom of a ship of a 4 m (13 ft) draft, the moment of sound transmission 
must be shifted from zero to 4 m (13 ft) on the scale. How this is done in the various sounders 
is of no interest to us at the moment. The Operating Instructions will give information on this 
point. 
INDICATING TECHNIOUE 
We have said that timing starts at the moment the sound pulse is released, and when the 
resulting zero sound comes into action. Now, while the sound pulse is traveling , say to the 
bottom of the sea, to be reflected and returned in the form of an echo, disk (3) with indicating 
lamp (5) has moved on at constant speed. When the echo arrives at the receiving transducer, 
it generates an A.C. voltage as described above. This voltage, amplified in the sounding 
amplifier, is transmitted to the indicating lamp and lights it. This short flash of light, marked 
on the scale as a narrow dash of light, is the depth indication for sounders of this type. The 
actual depth is indicated at the edge of the dash closest to the zero point on the scale. 
TIMING TECHNIOUE 
Since this mechanism is to be used for conducting the required time-measurement, it is 
necessary that the disk should rotate at absolutely constant speed. Today this is accom-
plished by electronic speed control of the driving motor (1) . The method is similar to that 
used for record players. It is necessary furthermore that the speed of the disk and the ratio of 
the depth scale have a certain relationship. Timing can be accurate only if the rotational 
speed is accurate. Though this speed is set at the factory , it should be checked now and 
then . The procedure is simple: Check the rate of soundings wi th a stop watch and reset the 
unit in accordance with the operating instructions accompanying every ELAC sounder. This 
applies analogously to any type of echosounder. 
We have seen that , given a velocity of sound of 1500 m/sec (820 fms/sec), the echo refiected 
from an object 750 m (410 fms) away returns exactly one second after the sound is trans-
mitted. Now, let us assume that the disk makes exactly one revolution in one second and 
that a pulse is transmitted when that revolution starts. The echo from a distance of 750 m 
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(410 Ims) will arrive punctually at the moment the 
revolution is completed. Correspondingly, an echo 
received Irom a distance 01 375 m (205 Ims) would 
cause the indicating lamp to Ilash after hall a revolu-
tion 01 the disko By dividing the circular scale into 750 
equal sections, one would be in a position to read Ihe 
distances 01 all objects producing an echo between 0 
and 750 m. At each revolulion 01 Ihe disk, one sound 
pulse is Iransmilled. All echoes coming in Irom 
dislances 01 less than 750 mare dislinclly indicaled 
by the indicalor lamp, f1ashing up al the point on the 
scale Ihal corresponds to the distance Irom where Ihe 




The sounding ranges 01 Ihe scale described will cover dislances belween 0 and 750 m. II we 
made Ihe disk rolale at a higher speed, Ihe range would be shorler. 1I it were rotated at lower 
speed, Ihe range would be longer. Assuming the disk perlorms one rotation in hall a second 
instead 01 1 second, the sounding range 01 Ihe scale will cover distances lram 0 to 375 m. 1I 
one revolulion were perlormed in 10 seconds, it would cover 0 to 7500 m (0104100 Ims). This 
lact allows to arrange liashing sounders lor any required sounding range by changing the 
rpm 01 the disk and by calibraling Ihe scale accordingly. Today liashing sounders are almosl 
exclusively used lor small crall only (yachts). As a rule, Ihey are provided wilh Iwo ranges 
which can be connected optionally; both 01 Ihem slarl lram O. Thus, Ihe ELAC Echoskop, lor 
example, is inlended 10 be used on yachls or small lishing craft operating prelerably in 
shallow walers. Therelore, it has sounding ranges Irom 0 10 30 and 0 10 60 m. 
AMBIGUOUS DEPTH INDICATION 
II a sounder with Ilash indicalion and asounding range between 0 and 200 m was operating 
in 250 m, Ihe echo would not arrive be lore the disk made more Ihan one rOlalion and the slot 
was at the 50 m point. In a case like this, one might have doubts as to whether Ihe sounder 
was indicating a deplh 01 50 m or 01 250 m (200 + 50 m). 
II Ihe sounding range is insufficienl, echoes mayaiso be misinterpreted in echographs. 
Here condilions are a lillie bil more complicaled, because in echographs each sounding 
period is lollowed by a cerlain idle time belore a stylus will be ready again to record. (In 
echographs, Iherelore, Ihe bollom echo may gel losl completely). Generally speaking, 
ambiguities will arise whenever an echo occurs in a subsequent sounding period. In actual 
lact, any skipper will know lor cerlain whelher at a delinile place 50 or 250 m 01 waler deplh 
can be expecled. Bul in difficull walers , where Ihe depth is apl 10 change, Ihis ambiguity 
may be conlusing. II the echosounder had asounding range 01 0 to 1000 m in addilion 10 the 
010200 m, one would swilch Ihe unit over to obtain unmistakable indications up to 1000 m. 
We have seen belore Ihal Ihe commercial types 01 ultrasonic sounders are unable to sound 
depths greater Ihan about 3000 m. In this case, the ambiguity relerred to above could be 
delinitely eliminated il a range 01 e.g. 0 10 5000 m was available. Since no echoes return lram 
a deplh 01 5000 m, thaI range can not be exceeded, and no ambiguous indicalions will occur. 
Such long ranges, however, have two disadvantages. The accuracy 01 reading is low and the 
soundings are not repealed ollen enough. 
READING ACCURACY 
In analogously indicating echographs, reading accuracy depends on the sounding range. In 
a range 01 0 10 200 m, a reading accuracy 01 1 m is jusl barely possible. II is impossible in Ihe 
0101000 range where Ihe min imum accuralely readable deplh is 10 m. The shorler Ihe soun· 
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ding range is, the greater is the reading accuracy, on the same scale. We have said that in 
the standard type 01 sounders measurements and indications can be read accurately within 
1 m. To derive lull benelit Irom the indicating accuracy 01 which a sounder is capable, it must 
be possible to read the indication 01 an echo with equal accuracy. That is possible with an 
echosounder in the 0 to 200 m range, but not in the 0 to 1000 m range. Measuring accuracy is 
not exploited here to its lull exten!. For purposes 01 navigation it will 01 course suffice. Minor 
inaccuracies in depth are immaterial , except where there is a danger 01 the ship running 
aground. Things are different, however, when lish are to be located. In this case, the distance 
between rellecting objects has to be measured. In lishing with ground trawl nets it is impor· 
tant to know the distance Irom the shoal 01 lish to the seabed (or the thickness 01 a shoal 01 
fish), and an error 01 one meter or two makes a considerable difference. The same is true 01 
hydrographie survey work where indicating and reading accuracy 01 10 cm is expected. 
Requirement will determine which sounding range will give sufficiently accurate readings. 
Wh at has been said here with respect to the dependence 01 reading accuracy on the size 01 
sounding ranges also applies to the other indicators, except lor digital indication. In the 
lalter, indication accuracy depends on the unit corresponding to the last digit rather than on 
water depth resp. range. Only one sounding value, in general the depth 01 the seabed, can be 
indicated. 
REPETITION RATE 
The longer the measuring range 01 an echosounder is, the slower the sounding process. The 
number 01 soundings per unit 01 time is called repetition rate. With a 0 to 1000 m range, a 
sounding period lasts about 1.33 sec, and we have a maximum repetition rate 01 45 soun-
dings per minute. A high repetition rate is convenient lor reading. Frequent Ilashes lacilitate 
discrimination between true signals and spurious interlerence signals, enabling the operator at 
the same time to continually observe rapidly changing depth. With systems where indications 
are displayed on a scope or recorded on achart, high repetition rate is particularly important. 
Good reading accuracy and high repetition go with short sounding ranges. Flash indication 
requires a long sounding range to avoid misreadings. The long range is also used lor measu-
ring greater depths. These conllicting demands are met by providing echosounders with 
several sounding ranges. One could even carry things so lar as to equip all sounders with soun-
ding ranges lor any condition 01 depth occurring in navigation and lishing, thus providing the 
most accurate indications possible. But such universal sounders would 01 necessity be very 
expensive and , since requirements differ lor navigation , hydrographie survey work and 
lishing , parts 01 the resulting complex equipment would not be used. 
TYPES OFFERED 
ELAC therelore presents several types 01 sounders assigned to different requirements , 
avoiding any unnecessary technical and linancial expenditure. For navigational purposes on 
small boats, in particular yachts, a Ilash indication sounder will sullice. In accordance with 
IMCO-Recommendations, larger ships are provided with a recording echosounder, i.e. an 
echograph. ELAC has several type series that are adapted to the various demands in soun-
ding perlormance and convenience 01 operation. It is possible lor a digital indication device 
to be connected to the echographs as an accessory unit. A special unit lor lishing is the 
Fischlupe invented by ELAC in 1949. There are different versions 01 it ranging Irom inexpensive 
ones to those meeting the highest requirements. We shall discuss the technical details 01 
these types below. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF FLASH INDICATION 
As was said above, indication in liashing sounders is achieved by a small indicating lamp 
which throws a light Ilash at a given point on the transparent circular depth scale. Each 
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sounding is indicated in this way. Each flash is an indication of an individual sounding (Iike 
scope indication, but different fram to graph indication). The signal flashes up once and for a very 
short time only, leaving no lasling lrace (also like scope indication, bul different from graph 
indicalion). The slrenglh of the echo has no influence on the form of the flash indicalion, 
and no indication takes place when the echo is too weak. One cannot, therefore, draw any 
conclusion from the indication as to the strength of the echo. Flash indication is no indication 
of the echostrenght (as is the case particularly with scope indicalion). 
POSSIBILITIES OF APPLICATION, NAVIGATION 
These characteristics of flash indication delermine the limils of ils application. It is one of 
the oldest methods of indication developed especially for navigation where the sounder has to in· 
dicate depth rapidly and accurately. The flash melhod can salisfy these requirements. 11 is the 
simplest and, consequently, most inexpensive of the three methods of indication used today. 
SCOPE INDICATION 
Among echosounders wilh scope 
display, the ELAC Fischlupe is the 
one best known. This sounder uses 
the trace of a calhode rayon the 
screen of a Braun tube for 
indicalion. Such Braun lubes are 
also employed in an electronic 
measuring inslrumenl ealled 
oscilloscope. They are generally 
known as an essenlial element 
(sereen) in television receivers and 
radar equipment. Their mode of 
operation will nol be discussed 
here. It suffices 10 know thaI in 
tubes of this kind an electronic ray 
is generated and coneenlraled 
eleclrically. It can be moved and 
directed al will. The flattened 
screen of lhe tube is eoated inside 
with a material that lights up when 
hit by the electronic ray. The 
movements of the ray , controlled 
in adefinite way, are utilized for 
time measurement and indication. 
The diagram (opposite) shows us 
how the Fischlupe funetions. A 
conslant speed eonlrolled eleclric 
motor (4) drives a shaft whieh 
holds four cams (5-8), via a worm 
wheel gear reduction. With every 
revolution of the shaft , eaeh cam 
momentarily closes a contact. 
When the· contaet of eam 5 is 
elosed, the sounding pulse will be 
released via relay and pulse 
circuit 12. At the same instant, the 




sounding amplifier (2), in order to suppress or weaken the indication of the zero sound. The 
contacts of cams 7 and 8 cause the controls of the cathode ray to begin measuring time. The 
first of these two belongs to the fixed range and closes almost simultaneously with the 
transmission of the sound pulse, while the second belongs to the variable range. Cam (8) is 
adjustable. In actual fact, a modern Fischlupe operates without mechanically moved 
control. Today this function is based on electronics, though the principle has not changed. 
SOUNDING RANGES 
The Fischlupe can operate on different sounding ranges(e.g. 5, 15, 50, 150 m). The selected 
sounding range can be shifted to any desired depth position by means of ascale or a digital 
indication. Thus, a 5 m range, for instance, can be adjusted in such a way that the depth zone 
of 75 to 80 m will be indicated. 
Fischlupe indicators with incorporated storage can also be used in the special operation 
mode called 'bottom lock indication '. In this operation mode, the sounding range is auto-
matically set so that the seabed will appear at the lower edge of the picture. 
SIZE OF DISPLAY 
The small sounding ranges of the Fischlupe, in particular, have an extremely high resolution . 
Given a 5 m range and a screen height of 20 cm, 1 m of depth will be displayed on 4 cm of 
screen , wh ich facilitates discrimination of fish close to the seabed. The Fischlupe was 
created particularly for fishing with trawl nets. Thus, it is possible to obtain a clear picture of 
the water area where a trawl net fishes, and to distinctly observe the fish in that area. 
REPETITION RATE 
In the Fischlupe as in other indicators, only one sound pulse can be in transit at one time, in 
order to avoid misleading indications. The repetition rate is automatically set so as to fulfill 
this condition. When the Fischlupe is adjusted to increasingly greater depths, the repetition 
rate decreases. In Fischlupe indicators without additional storage the picture is apt to 
flicker. At a depth of 750 m, the picture briefly flashes up only once per second. Sounding 
within 20m depth, there will be 30 soundings per second and as many picture repititions. To 
the eye of the observer this seems to be a steady picture. Fischlupe indicators with additional 
storage provide steady pictures for great sounding depths also without the troublesome 
flickering. 
In these Fischlupe indicators, the received signal is stored in an electronic accessory unit in 
digital form. Then the storage contents are reproduced on the screen 50 times per second, 
whereby a flickerfree steady picture is generated. The picture changes with each sounding, 
i.e. at a depth of 750 m every second. With a special pushbutton it is possible to also 
suppress the picture change, thus providing for close examination of a particularly interesting 
sounding result over any length of time. 
TIMING TECHNIQUE 
Time is measured by the movements of the cathode 
ray. A special electrical arrangement leads the 
cathode ray ac ross the scope up and down in 
vertical direction at a constant speed, adapted to 
the sounding range and the velocity of sound. The 
fluorescent material on the scope is illuminated 
where the electronic ray hits it. The illumination 
does not fade immediately after passing a given 
point. It continues, and the result is that the 
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observer does not see a luminous spot in rapid motion, but a line or trace. This vertical 
movement 01 the cathode ray is released with delay when related to the instant 01 emission 
01 asounding pulse. The delay corresponds to the vertical position 01 the indicating range. In 
this way the vertical movement 01 the cathode ray in the variable range starts a shorl time be-
lore the echo comes in lrom the depth at which the unit is set. The vertical position can, 01 
course, also be zero, Le. the indicating range begins at the surlace 01 the water. 
INDICATION 
In the Fischlupe the indication 01 echo results 
Irom the cathode ray being dellected Irom its 
vertical movement into a horizontal movement. At 
the moment 01 horizontal dellection, the cathode 
ray is amplilied by electric means which causes 
the Iluorescent material 01 the screen to assume 
a higher brilliance, and the echo signals become 
brighter and stand out more sharply in comparison 
with the vertical luminous line. For sounding, the 
top edge 01 the echo signal is what counts, 
whereas the length 01 lateral dellection is a 
measure 01 the strength 01 the echo. This type 01 
indication, therelore, shows the strength 01 the 
echo. 
READING SOUNDED DEPTH 
The scope includes a scale. To the value read 
Irom this scale, in consideratlon 01 the selected 
indicating range, add the adjusted depth shift in 
order to lind out the true depth 01 an echo. Thus, 
the indicated depth value relers to the upper edge 
01 the scope. 
In the ELAC Fischlupe, the sounding is indicated 
by the described horizontal dellection 01 the 
cathode ray. Depth is to be read at the upper edge 
01 the echo signal. The luminous picture 01 the 
vertically conducted ray and its lateral deflections 
appear at each individual sounding. Scope indica-
tion, like Ilash indication but unlike graph indica-
tion, gives indications 01 individual soundings. As 
these are overwritten by the next soundings, they 
are transitory like Ilash indication, but, unlike 
graph indication. The length 01 lateral dellection , 
Le. the ind cating amplitude, is a precise measure 
01 the strength 01 a particular echo. Scope indica-
tion reproduces the echo with true strength and, 
in this respect, has an advantage oder graph indi -
cation. This, as we shall explain, is 01 great advan-
tage in lish linding. Particularly advantageous lor 
the purposes 01 lishing are small indicating ran-
ges which, because 01 the lavorable measure 01 
the image (1 m 01 depth is equal to about 4 cm on 
the scope), in conjunction with the lidelity 01 echo 












POSSI BLE APPLICATIONS 
These special features of the scope indication method make the Fischlupe valuable in fish 
finding . And it was for this parti cular purpose that Fischlupe was developed. It has proven in-
dispensible for indicating fish near the bollom of the sea and for operating in conditions ad-
verse to sounding. The operation, and the method of applying it to fishing , as weil as the in-
terpretation of the echoes will be explained in comparison with the two other methods in a 
later chapter. 
GRAPH INDICATION 
MODE OF OPERATION 
In graph indicators , as in other types discussed, time is measured by a uniform movement. 
The role played by the rotary disk in flash indication and by the electronic ray in scope 
indication is performed in ELAC 
recorders by an endless belt (5) 
running over two pulleys (3) and 
(4). This belt is driven by a 
governor controlled constant 
speed electric motor (1) through 
the lower pulley (3). Mounted on 
the belt , at adefinite distance 
from each other, are a magnet (6) 
and a stylus (7). The magnet 
serves to actuate selectively one 
or the other of the Reed contacts 
(8, 9), arranged behind the belt , 
and by whi ch the sound pulse is 
released . Which of the contacts 
is put in action , depends upon 
which sounding range is being 
operated. The right-hand arm of 
stylus (7) slides on a contact bar 
(13), and the left-hand arm on the 
recording paper. The diagram 
shows the arrangement of the 
unit. When the sounder is 
operated on a range beginning 
with 0 , the belt with magnet and 
stylus move, and the stylus is 
carried across the chart in a 
downward direction. While the 
stylus is passing near the top 
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closes conlact (9), releasing a sound pulse. The pulse, as was explained be fore , produces 
the zero sound (at the receiver). Said pulse is amplified via amplifier (12) , taken to the stylus 
via contact bar (13), and recorded on the chart by the stylus. ,.' . '_4= ! : 4 _-
RECORDING TECHNIQUEti' ~M:c: 
The pulse coming from the amplifier sparks over from the stylus to the recording paper, 
burning the bright surface and producing a black spot. The resulting carbon residue should 
be removed from time to time by means of the brush supplied w ith the recorder. 
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TIMING TECHNIQUE 
Timing starts when the zerosound is triggerd. It is carried out by the uniform forward move-
ment of the stylus. The rate of stylus speed is in proper relation to the velocity of sound and 
the scale of the sounding range in use. While the sound pulse emitted by the transmitting 
transducer (S) travels to an object which reflects the echo back to the receiving transducer 
(E), the stylus covers a distance on the chart corresponding to the depth sounded. In the 
receiving transducer the incoming pulse is converted into an electric signal , which is amplified 
in amplifier (12) and is then taken via contact bar (13) to the stylus wh ich marks the record (in 
the same manner as was done with the zero sound) at the spot that the stylus passes just 
then. 
SOUNDING RANGES 
In the ELAC recorders , the usable width of the chart is 200 mm. The point to be kept in mind 
when subdividing the scale is that the reading must be as accurate and the resolution as 
high as possible. This requires that the sounding ranges should be shor!. It is frequently 
necessary to sound great depths, and particularly in fishing , reading accuracy and resolution 
must be high. Here sounding technique finds itself in the same dilemma as was mentioned 
when we discussed sounders with flash indi cation. Since the majority of recorders are used 
for fishing , it has been ELAC'S endeavor to meet the needs of fishermen by providing the 
recorders with a great number of principal ranges, supplemented by intermediate ranges. In 
doing this, the primary object was to satisfy the needs of boats fishing with ground trawl 
nets. These vessels operate in fishing grounds which are selected according to seasonal 
conditions and which differ considerably in depth. Thus, the demands of the trawlers are not 
easy to fulfill. What satisfies f ishermen operating with ground trawls, however, generally will 
suffice for any other method of fishing (drift nets, purse seines, midwater trawl nets, etc.). 
DISPLAY SELECTOR 
Another expedient adaptation to practical requirements is an electronic accessory unit, the 
so-called display selector. By means of this accessory unit it is possible to display very 
small ranges, e.g. 5 m, without having to use to an extremely high needle speed. Furthermore, 
the selected range can be shifted downward, as is the case with a Fischlupe, thus enabling 
the depth layer of, say, 80 to 85 m to be indicated. In the operation mode called bOllom·lock 
indication, recording occurs in such a way that the seabed will always appear at the lower 
edge of the picture, irrespective of the changing depth. In another operation mode different 
displays become visible in the upper and lower halves of the recording paper. In the upper 
half, for instance, it is possible for the entire water area to be pictured as far down as the 
seabed, at a relatively enlarged scale, while the 5 m above the bottom of the sea are 
recorded by bOllom·lock indication in the lower half of the paper. These effects are 
technically accomplished by means of a digital signal store. 
ECHOGRAPH LAZ 72 
The echograph LAZ 72 is primarily intended for steam trawlers. It has the following sounding 
ranges: 
0 2 
0 50. 50 100. 100 150 
II 0 100. 100 200. 200 300 
111 0 200. 200 400. 400 600 
IV 0 500. 500 1000, 1000 1500 
V 0 1000. 1000 2000. 2000 3000 
In the 0 to 50 m range, 1 m of sounded depth corresponds to 4 mm on the recording paper. 
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With this scale, sounded depth can be read accurately to within 1 m. That is possible also in 
the 0 to 200 m range, where 1 m 01 sounded depth corresponds to 1 mm on the charl. 
Obviously, the rate becomes less lavorable as the sounding depth increases. Yet, in the 500 
to 1000 range, 1 mol sounded depth still is equal to 0.4 mm on the chart , and sounded depths 
can, il necessary, still be read accurately to within 1 m or at least 2 m. With the display 
selector, it is possible lor a section to be displayed at any depth and on a large scale. 
ECHOGRAPH LAZ 51 
The Echograph LAZ 51 is a simplilied and less costly version. It is designed lor use on 
smaller lishing cralt and has 3 principal and 3 intermediate or phased sounding ranges. 
SURVEY SOUNDER 
The ELAC survey sounder was created especially lor hydrographie survey work. Presently, it 
has 15 sounding ranges tuned in to the requirements lor accurate measurement in shallow 
waters. 
0 2 
0 20, 20 40, 40 60 
II 0 50, 50 100, 100 150 
III 0 100, 100 200, 200 300 
IV 0 200, 200 400, 400 600 
V 0 500, 500 1000, 1000 1500 
In this type, 1 m 01 sounded depth in the 0 to 20 m or 20 to 40/40 to 60 m ranges is equal to 
10 mm on the chart , while in the 0 to 50 m or 50 to 100/100 to 150 m ranges, 1 m 01 
sounded depth corresponds to 5 mm on the chart, thus giving very high recording accuracy 
in shallow waters. This is necessary because, as mentioned above, in hydrographie work on 
rivers and in ports, it is required that depth be determined accurately to within 10 cm. 
REPETITION RATE OF SOUNDINGS 
In echo recorders , too, the repetition rate 01 soundings depends on the sounding range. As in 
all echosounders, no more than one sound pulse may be on its way at a time, in order to 
avoid misleading indications. In echographs with one recording needle, one sounding is 
perlormed at each rotation 01 the bell. As the stylus moves across the chart during only one 
third 01 the time 01 rotation , the resulting ' idle time ' is relatively long, i.e. the succession 01 
soundings relatively slow in relation to the sounding range. This may be a disadvantage in 
lishing, because minor lish shoals possibly remain undiscovered between soundings. 
This is the reason why the larger ELAC echographs have been provided with two styli , in 
order to enable soundings to take pi ace twice per one rotat ion 01 belt , thus achieving a 
highher repetition rate . 
In shallow waters, the double echo may exercise a disturbing inlluence on the action 01 the 
two styli. In such a case, the second stylus can be put out 01 operation. 
PAPER MOVEMENT 
The record ing paper is a tape 01 25 m length delivered as a roll. It is provided lor the 
dillerent ELAC echographs in widths 01228 mm (9 inches) and 152 mm (6 inches). Said paper 
is inserted according to operating instructions. When soundings are made, it moves lorward 
automatically Irom the right to the lett, with the stylus moving vertically in a downward direc-
tion. In the smaller ELAC echographs, the speed 01 the chart can be changed in two steps, 
while lor the larger echographs this can be done in several steps. Furthermore, the speed 01 
the chart depends on the sounding range. For small ranges with a high repetition rate , the 
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number of movemenls is grealer Ihan il is for larger ranges wilh smaller repelilion rales. In 
echographs used for hydrography Ihe paper movemenl is apl 10 be coupled wilh Ihe log, Ihus 
being proporlioned 10 Ihe dislance covered by Ihe ship. 
The ELAC echographs are provided wilh a casselte for Ihe recording paper, i.e. Ihe recording 
desk wilh paper roll and feed mechanism can be taken from the equipment as a unit. This 
facilitates the change of the recording paper. A second caselte can be used for fast paper 
exchange. 
INDICATING TECHNIQUE 
We have seen thai the stylus moves vertically in a 
downward direction ac ross Ihe chart wh ich is pul-
led forward in a horizontal direction. Whenever a 
sound pulse hils the receiving transducer, eleclric 
pulses are generated in the transducer in the man-
ner described, amplified by the amplifier, laken to 
the stylus, and sparked over to the chart. This 
sparking continues as long as the receiving 
transducer is oscillating. The stylus as it moves 
ac ross the chart marks a line, the lenglh of which 
corresponds to Ihe length of time during which Ihe 
receiving transducer is oscillating. So, on echo-
graphs, the indicalion of one single sounding in ran-
ges beginning wilh 0 consisls of a verticalline near 
Ihe top edge of the chart represenling the indication 
of the zero sound, and a number of vertical lines 
underneath according to how many reflecling ob-
jecls are hit by the sound pulse. In echographs, the 
indication of a single sounding is not as impressive 
as in sounders wilh flash or scope indication. The 
advantage of indication by graph can, Iherefore, not 
be seen in Ihe qualily of reproduction of individual 
echoes, but is obvious if one looks at the recordings 
of a number of successive soundings. Echographs 
are so designed that Ihe successive echoes are 
recorded next 10 each other, due to Ihe movemenl of 
the chart. That is the reason why the advance of 
Ihe chart is coupled wilh the repetition rale of 
soundings. Whether individual indications overlap 
more or less, depends on how far Ihe paper is 
moved forward from sounding to sounding. 
The successive movement must be so adjusted Ihal 
soundings produce a conlinuous indication 
appearing separalely. There is no sense in making 
the movement too fast. In many cases, the lowesl 
speed at which the individual indications overlap 
most, will suffice. That speed is Ihe besl for 
conservation of paper, of course. As opposed to 
this, il may be preferable at limes to use the highesl 













graph the rapidly changing conlour of the echo producer. That is why, in Ihe ELAC echo-
graphs, Ihe speed of the charl has been made adjustable. 
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PAPER ADVANCE AND INDICATION 
The distance that the chart moves has a definite in· 
fluence on the indications. With slight advance, the 
individual indications will overlap more than they 
will with a wider spacing, and more sparks will 
hit the same place on the chart. Consequently, 
under the same conditions, the indication will be 
much darker. This is a point to remember when 
trying to read and interpret the record because, as 
we shall soon see, in echographs, the intensity of 
indication is a certain measure of the strength of 
the echo. One might be inclined to conclude from 
the indication of the same echo recorded with a 
slower chart movement that the echo was stronger 
than with a faster movement. This might be 
misleading, and one might think that the degree of 
discoloration of the chart was an indication of the 
density of the shoal of fish under observation. 
This is, however, compensated for LAZ 72, LAZ 51 
and LAZ 50. 
READING DEPTH 
In all echosounders, the starting point of the echo is 
also the starting point for the time·measurement. 
This also applies to echographs. The starting point 
is the beginning of the vertical line wh ich, in echo· 
graphs, represents the indication of a single soun· 
ding. Therefore, the sounded depth is indicated at 
the top of the contour line made by a succession of 
individual soundings. To read this record, the ELAC 
echographs have a transparent scale mounted 
movably in front of the chart. The depth calibration 
lines shown on the scale are marked in different colors 
for each of the principal and intermediate ranges. A 
large window in the cover of the recorder case permits 
a good view at the last part of the echogram during 
operation. For subsequent evaluation of echograms 
removed from the recorder, the scale slider of every 










Apart from the recording of sounding results , the large echographs also record five depth 
lines corresponding to the water depths indicated at the automatic edge scale. 
ZERO POINT SETTING 
In recorders, as in other sounders, in order to measure charted depth , one must take into 
consideration the depth at which the transducers are mounted below the water surface. The 
ELAC recorders are equipped with an adjustment to compensate for this difference in depth. 
How this is done is explained in detail in the Operating Instructions issued with the 
equipment. 
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CHECKING ACCURACY OF MEASUREMENT 
Another item that affects accurate measurement of the sounding depth is the speed of the 
stylus wh ich is set and checked before the recorder leaves the factory. Normally, it should 
therefore not be reset. A readjustment will be necessary only after repair work or when 
sounding ranges are changed, e.g. conversion from fathom to metric scale. These correc-
tions should be left to a Service technician. The ELAC survey recorder is to be equipped with 
a device allowing to adapt the sounder to the sound velocities varying with the different 
salinities and temperatures. It has already been explained in detail why this is necessary for 
high demands on measuring accuracy. The easy operation of this device is also explained in 
the Operating Instructions. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF GRAPH INDICATION 
In echo recorders the single soundings are recorded closely side by side. The indication of a 
single sounding is not very impressive and of liltle help in evaluating a recording. But if the 
indication of a succession of soundings is looked at as a whole, it presents a very clear and 
useful picture. 
In contrast to the indicating methods described in the preceding sections, graph recording 
does not give indication of a single sounding, but of a succession of soundings. Also, the 
chart record is permanent as opposed to the indication given by the two other methods. This 
is of tremendous advantage in fishing and survey because it is not necessary to keep the in-
strument under constant observation in order to follow aseries of soundings. The recorder 
furnishes a lasting picture of any number of succeeding soundings, available at any time for 
checks, comparison or subsequent evaluation. The strength of the sparks leaving their 
marks on the chart depends on the echo that produces them. Under equal conditions a 
strang echo produces a stronger spark than does a weaker echo. The stronger the echo, the 
blacker the indication. A graph also gives a true indication of the strength of the echo, 
though there are limits to this. The possibilities of shading the recorded signal from black to 
grey are limited, i.e. , the strength of the echo cannot be reproduced to such a fine degree as 
is possible with the Fischlupe. Neither are the echoes of medium strength (such as fram 
dense shoals of fish) as easily, if at all , distinguishable from strong echoes such as those 
from the bottom of the sea, because the echoes of medium strength might blacken the paper 
completely. It will be difficult under certain conditions to identify shoals of fish swimming 
near the bottom of the sea, because in such a case the fish echo and the bottom echo may 
be combined. This often occurs in rough weather when due to bad sounding conditions indi-
cations are usually rather poor. 
In all ELAC echographs, the possibility of switching on the 'grey line' is a very efficient 
remedy in these cases. A special electronic system ensures that the seabed is recorded in 
light·grey and not, as might be expected of the strongest echo producer, in a deep black 
color. Fish near the bottom, appearing as black spot, can, even in heavy sea, easily be 
distinguished from the light grey recording of the seabed. Echographs of other makes mark 
the seabed with a white line underneath the black bottom echo. In this case, however, it is 
more difficult to recognize fish swimming near the bottom of the sea. 
POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS 
Thanks to these characterist ics, graph indication, like scope indicat ion, is particularly 
suitable for fishing. Sounders equipped with recorders are very useful in navigation and fish 
finding. The advantages of graph indication, however, differ fram those of scope indication. 
The fact that soundings are put on record is very important. Constant observation, 
necessary when operating a scope indicator, is apt to be fatiguing. With echographs, a 
glance at the recorder at intervals of aminute or two is sufficient. This is of great value when 
fishing in waters where many vessels are operat ing in close praxi mity, and where the watch-
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keeper has to devote the major part 01 his attention to navigation. Wrecks or submerged 
cliffs that will hang nets are clearly shown on an echograph. Echographs are also an aid in 
determining when the net should be hauled up. When trawling with ground nets near steep 
edges 01 coasts or banks, it is ollen necessary to lind and lollow narrow drops wh ich may 
hold the biggest concentration 01 lish. With the aid 01 recorded echograms you can subse-
quently compare the depths where you have been lishing during a delinite haul , to the size 01 
the respective catch, and lind the depths that are most promising lor luture hauls. Finally, 
echograms serve to keep the skipper inlormed 01 what happened when there was another 
watchkeeper. How indications are used and how they are interpreted, will be lurther 
discussed and compared with the other two methods. 
INTERPRETATION OF INDICATIONS 
EFFECTIVE ZONE ~~ 
We know that modern ultrasonic echosounders do not emit and receive sound unilormly in 
all directions. In this equipment, sound is concentrated. The result 01 this concentration, the 
so-called effective zone, has been delined by us as the section Irom where, under certain 
conditions, echoes are received and indicated. The shape and size 01 an effective zone are 
determined in a very complicated manner by aseries 01 different lactors. Since the effective 
zone is important in interpreting indications, we shall devote so me discussion to it. 
SHAPE, CROSS SECTION 
The lorm 01 the effective zone depends to a very 
high degree on the shape 01 the transducers and 
their directive characteristics. We have seen that 
the sharpness 01 concentration is determined by 
the relationship between the emitling or receiving 
transducer's diameter and by the wave length 01 the 
sound. We know, lurthermore, that in ELAC soun-
ders the emitling or receiving transducer surlace 
is not always circular. As a result, the concentra-
tion 01 sound in these transducers is not equally 
strong in all directions. The sound is concentrated 
more strongly in the direction 01 the longer diame· 
ter 01 the transducers rather than in the direction 
01 the shorter diameter. The cross section 01 such 
effective zones attainable by these transducers is 
neither circular (as it would be with a circular 
transducer sur/ace) nor nearly so (as it would be 
with a square surlace), but it resembles, greatly 
simplilied, the shape 01 an ellipse. The long dia-
meter 01 this ellipse lies in the direction 01 the 
short diameter 01 the transducer surlace. The 
particular surlace shape 01 ELAC sounders was 
chosen lor a very good reason. 
Transducers are generally mounted in the bollom 
01 a ship with the long diameter in the direclion 
01 travel 01 the ship. By mounting them in this 
D __ direction 01 travel 
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position, it was found that depth measurements are more dependable even in heavy sea. 
The inclining angles, are likely to be much wider when the sh ip rolls , than when it pitches. 
Therefore, the sound can be concentrated more sharply in the longitudi nal direction than in 
the transverse direction, without running the risk that the seabed vertically underneath the 
ship might not be covered by the effective zone at times when the vessel is in a heavy sea. 
SHAPE, LONGITUDINAL SECTION 
In the longitudinal section, the effective zones 
(coverage) of such transducers are of a rather 
complicated shape. The directional diagram 
shows two secondary lobes of sound radiation 
on either side of the principal lobe. These 
secondary lobes do not have any effect except 
in shallow water. Judging from the directional 
diagram alone, a longitudinal section through 
the effective zone should resemble the shape of 
a long-drawn water drop. When making measure· 
ments in natural surroundings, where the influence 
of sound absorption on the shape of the covered 
area is considered, a still longer shape was 
discovered. This shape was more like a cylinder 
with the two ends like hemispheres. Apart from 
the directive characteristics and the absorption 
of sound in water, the reflecting properties of 
the objects were found to have an influence on 
the shape of the effective zone (covered areal· 
This shows that the highly simplifying comparison 
of the coverage with a cone does not give a true 
picture of conditions. 
SIZE 
Things become still more complicated when we 




The first of these factors is the energy of the sound pulse, wh ich is given with the 
construction of the equipment, and does not suffer any substantial change. The distribution 
in space of the transmitted sound energy follows the directional diagram which shows trans· 
mission to be strongest at right angles to the radiating surface. It decreases in lateral direc· 
tion . Therefore, the greatest sound strength is found in the center of the effective zone. 
When comparing different echo sounders, it is not the frequently indicated electric pulse 
power (e.g. 2kW) wh ich is decisive, since a high electric power mayas weil result in minor 
sounder performance, if the efficiency and concentration of the transducer are bad. The 
factor, however, that definitely influences the performance of an echosounder is the so· 
called 'source level' , meaning the sound pressure at a distance of 1 m from the transducer on 
the principal axis. The efficiency as weil as the concentration of the transducer are sUbject 
to this parameter. 
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PROPERTIES OF REFLECTION 
The second lactor, in order 01 importance, is the 
inlluence 01 the rellecting object. Based on the 
alore said we can derive that its size and compo-
sition, its shape and location within the covered 
area (ellective zone) are 01 considerable importance 
to the eventual echo. Large bodies give a beller 
echo and cover a larger space than smaller 
bodies. Similarly, bodies resistant to sound, such 
as the bollom 01 the sea, have beller rellecting 
properties than solter bodies, such as a shoal 01 
lish. Air bubbles, however, also have very good 
rellecting properties. More precisely speaking, 
the quality 01 echoes depends on how lar the 
material properties 01 an echoproducer diller Irom 
those 01 water. Fish with air bladders, lor 
example, give beller echoes than, say, jellylish. 
Echo producers, whose shapes, according to the 
law 01 rellection, throw back a major part 01 the 
sound that hits it to the receiving transducer as 
uselul echoes give beller echoes and wider 
coverage than less lavorably shaped bodies. 
Finally, a body may be so shaped that it gives more 
01 a uselul echo when located at one edge 01 the 
covered space, rather than at the center. Also, the 
uselul echo might be even beller at the opposite 
edge (or worse), with the result that the covered 
space (effective zone) 01 such bodies assumes an 
unsymmetrical shape. 
AMPLIFICATION OF RECEPTION 
Another lactor, strongly allecting the size 01 the 
space covered , is the amplilication 01 reception. 
We have seen that it can be controlled and that we 
can either to get an indication 01 strong echoes 
only or 01 weaker echoes as weil. Since the trans-
milled sound energy decreases towards the edge 
01 the covered area, the strength 01 the echo is 
bound to do the same. With less amplilication , it 
is the echoes coming in Irom the center 01 the 
covered space that are indicated. With increased 
amplilication, more and more echoes produced 
nearer the edge 01 the covered area may be 
among those that are picked up. Therelore, an 
increase in amplilication means that there will be 
an increase in space covered as weil. 
But this increase in amplilication is limited by the 
level 01 surrounding noises in water areas. 














noises, it becomes unidentiliable despite increased amplilication. Ampliliers in commercial 
echosounders approach this limit. Thus, in case 01 high amplilication, a unilorm gray log will 
appear on the chart. 
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MAXIMUM SIZE 
From a cursory study of these factors we recognize that the problem of shape and size of the 
covered space (effective zone) is not likely ever to be solved. A specific sounder does not 
have a specific coverage of its own. The factors referred to playa very important part that 
changes from case to case. Guided by the directional diagram, all one can say is that the 
coverage of a specific sounder has a given maximum size. The statements ELAC makes as 
to coverage and the beam width should be understood that way. Whether those are actually 
reached in any particular case, depends on the influence of the other factors which lie 
outside the sounder. 
DEPTH CONSTRAINT 
The lack of certainty in respect to shape and size 
of coverage is not of any great importance to 
people who use echosounders for navigation or 
for fish finding. But this state of uncertainty 
is bothersome to people who are sounding for 
scientific reasons. This is true particularly because 
the effective area or coverage has a different dia-
meter at different depths, while there is no 
simple relation between the diameter of the effec-
tive area and the sounding depth . When greater 
demands are made, corrections by calculated 
values will not help malters very much. In brief, 
the situation is as folIows: Each echo producing 
object covered in one and the same sounding may 
have a coverage of its own, different in size from 
that of other echo producers. Though it is true, as 
we shall see, that in sounding for navigation and 
fishing simple corrections will do, one should nevertheless study the problem of the effective 
zone a liltle more closely, in order to know more about the processes of echosounding and to 
avoid false conclusions. 
LENGTH OF ECHOES 
We have seen that we cannot öraw any safe 
conclusions regarding the shape and size of an 
effective area from the setti ng of the echosounder 
alone, because the other factors we have j ust 
discussed are not sufficiently known. In many 
cases it is possible, however, to draw conclusions 
from the indications, particularly so when the 
echoes co me from an even and uniformly composed 
seabed. When such a seabed is sounded with the 
ship on an even keel, the strongest partial echoes 
will arrive first from a direction perpendicularly 
below the ship. These echoes are in the center of 
the effective zone. They are also the echoes that 
produce the sharply defined top edge of the indi-
cat ion of the overall echo, in any of the three 
methods of indication . But since the effective 
zone always covers a certain area, many other sound beams hit the bottom of the sea at a 
slant. As they deviate more from the vertical , they grow weaker at the transmitting end. They 
become weaker also at the receiving end , because under the law of reflection , conditions 
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underlying the praduction of useful echoes become more and more unfavorable as their lateral 
deflection increases. The fact that laterally directed sound beams do actually praduce use-
ful echoes is due, as we have seen, to the seabed which is no ideal sound mirror, but diffuses 
sound reflection. The sound beam, centrall y located in the effective zone, will cover the 
distance to the seabed and back by the shortest way and arrive first, while all the other beams 
have to travel over a longer route. This route grows longer as the deviation fram the vertical 
increases, and the partial echoes will arrive that much later. Insofar as they are indicated be· 
side the principal echo, wh ich is the one that malters in depth sounding, they produce in the 
indication of the overall echo a phenomenon called echolength. We have seen that in the 
ELAC sounders for navigation the echolength is suppressed by a special device, whereas it 
is indicated in all other ELAC echosounders. The reasons for this shall be discussed below. 
INDICATION OF ECHOLENGTH 
The method by which the length of echoes is presented in the various systems of indication 
is seen from Fig. 1, a + b. The front or top edge of the indications is a repraduction of the 
strangest partial echo with the shortest transit time. The weaker partial echoes with longer 
transit times are indicated as coming from correspondingly greater depths. Since the echo-
pulse is composed of innumerable 'soundbeams', the transition from the beams with the 
shortest transit time to those with longer transit times is gradual, because the space in be-
tween is uniformly filled up. If there were no interfering phenomena, the indication of the 
echolength repraduced true to the echostrength would of necessity show a true image of the 
distribution of sound in the effective zone. That is not the case, however, allthough we see in 
the Fischlupe indications which are absolutely true to echostrength , how the strength of the 
echoes decreases with growing transit time particularly when noticing that the lateral de-
fleetions (amplitudes of indication) become increasingly smaller. The same applies, though 
not perfect ly, to graph indication , where the chart becomes less distinctiy marked in the 
down ward direction. In flash indi cation, however, the echostrength is not repraduced, as we 
have mentioned before. Thus, only the beginning of the echo is marked in this case. 
ECHOLENGTH AND DIAMETER OF EFFECTIVE ZONE 
The echolength appears in the systems of indica-
tion shown in Fig. 1 as what we should call echo 
thickness. It can be read fram the scale of the 
respective sounding range in meters of sounded 
depth. The front or top edge of the indication teils 
us how long the way is which the sound beam has 
covered in the center of the effective zone. The 
end or bottom edge of the indication represents 
the distance covered by the beam that has travel -
led to the outermost edge of the zone. With these 
two values as a basis, we can compute the diame· 
ter of the particular effective zone. The equation 
according to the Pythagorean theorem is as 
folIows: 
d 2 . v;;;-:r 
d diameter of effective zone 
depth value of front or top edge of indication 
e depth value of end or boltom edge of indication 
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This calculation includes a small error, which in turn causes the result to be a little too big. 
The echolength does not consist of the difference in geographical distance alone, but must 
include the length in terms of time of the weakest echo pulse in the part icular sounding. It is 
hardly possible to determine the order of the error accurately. It does not carry much weight 
though, and we mention it merely for the sake of completeness. 
INDICATIONS OF SEABED 
In the discussion of effective zone and echolength, we have explained how anormal, even 
seabed is reproduced by the various indicating systems. Prior to discussing special cases of 
water depth, we have to give further explanation of this simple case of sounding technique. 
MULTIPLE ECHOES 
We have seen that sound is reflected almost completely at the surface of the water, which is 
the border between two very different media (water and air). When a sound pu lse returns 
from the seabed in the form of an echo, only a very small portion will hit the receiving trans-
ducer as a useful echo. The major portion impinges upon the bottom of the ship around the 
receiver; a great portion also hits the surface of the sea around the ship and is 
reflected back to the bottom of the sea. There 
it is reflected again, and in this way the same 
sound pulse hits the receiving transducer a 
second time. 11 it is still strong enough , having 
traveled the distance twice, it will be indicated 
as a so-called double echo. The double echo, 
or first multiple echo, is below the first 
indication of the seabed and will appear as if 
it originated from a depth double the actual 
depth. The indication of the portion of sound 
that is rellected from the surface 01 the sea is 
recorded exactly at double the depth. On 
good-sized ships in depths that are not too 
great, the portion of the sound reflected by the 
bottom of the ship is also recorded. Since the 
bOllom of the ship is small compared to the 
surface of the sea, while being a poor echo 
producer that reflects less sound , the double 
echo lrom the bOllom 01 the ship is weaker. 
Because the distance from the ship 's bollom 
to the bollom of the sea is shorter than the 
distance from the water surface to the bOllom, 
the double echo from the ship's bOllom is 
bound to appear in the indication on top of the 
double echo from the surface 01 the sea. The 





Area hit by sound pulse. 
Area where first echo pulse can 
be received. 
Area hit by first refiected echo 
pulse. 
Area where "double echo" is 
received . 
double echoes corresponds to the depth at which the transducers are mounted in the sh ip. 
On the basis of this value, you can check the draft of the ship. In favorable sounding 
conditions, the process of repeated reflections of one and the same sounding pulse may 
occur more often than once. Eight or more multiple echoes have actually been observed. The 
conditions on wh ich the number of multiple echoes depends, and what can be deduced Irom 
them, will be discussed below. Indications from multiple echoes are particularly impressive 
if made by recorders , though indications of multiple echoes also occur when usi ng other 
type indicators. How they appear is shown in Fig. 2, a - c. 
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MULTIPLE ECHOES IN FLASH INDICATION SOUNDERS 
In navigat ional sounders equipped with Ilash indicators (Fig. 2a), the multiple echoes are 
indicated by a Ilash 01 light appearing to be identical with the true bottom echo. They cannot 
be distinguished Irom each other by their appearance. Multiple echoes are 01 no use in navi· 
gation. Their indication would only cause conlusion, particularly when the double or 
multiple distance 01 sounding exceeds the maximum range, and il they happen to appear on 
top 01 the true bottom echo at a shallower 'depth 01 water'. We have seen that multiple 
echoes are weaker than the true bottom echo. This difference in echo strength is considera-
ble. Therefore, the true bottom echo will appear even when the amplilication is too low lor 
the multiple echo to be indicated. To suppress the undesirable indication 01 multiple echoes, 
one need only lind out what value 01 amplilication will be sufficient to indicate the true 
bottom echo, and then set the instrument accordingly. To do this, the gain control knob is 
turned clockwise, starting lram zero, as lar as the point where the true bottom echo is 
indicated. Conversely we can, 01 course, reduce any amplilication which is too high by tur-
ning the knob counterclockwise until the indications 01 multiple echoes disappear, leaving 
only the indication 01 the true bottom echo. 
MULTIPLE ECHOES IN SOUNDERS WITH FISCHLUPE 
When operating with the Fischlupe, indications 01 the true bottom echo and the multiple 
echoes can be observed simultaneously in a large sounding range (Fig. 2b) only. Because 01 
its true reproduction 01 echostrength, one can see in this type 01 indicator how the strength 
01 echoes decreases step by step. In the smaller sounding ranges, you can observe either 
true bottom echo or one 01 the multiple echoes at a time. The instrument is set lor the 
multiple echoes by turning the depth scale to a value which is double or a multiple 01 the true 
bottom echo. In lish linding , one will hardly ever have to face difficulties arising from 
multiple echoes. Interference would crop up only il the multiple echoes of a precedent soun· 
ding period should happen to coincide with the adjusted Lupe section. Such a 'phantom 
echo' can be made to disappear by changing the sounding range. 
MULTIPLE ECHOES ON RECORDERS 
We have said before that in echo recorders multiple echoes are indicated in a most impressive 
manner (Fig. 2c). This is one of the advantages of indication by recorders, considering the 
fact that important conclusions, which are essential lor fish finding, can be drawn Irom the 
recorded multiple echoes. 
DEGREE OF AMPLIFICATION 
To lurther explain the multiple echoes, we shall refer to indications made by recorders. Fig. 3 
illustrates the influence of amplification on the lormation 01 multiple echo indications, all 
other things being equal. The higher the amplification, the weaker are the echoes picked up, 
and the greater is the number of multiple echoes that are indicated. 
SOUNDING DEPTH 
The number of multiple echo indications is also dependent on extraneous factors: The greater 
the water depth becomes , the longer is the distance to be traveled by the sound pulse. Since 
the latter is weakened by absorption while on its way, it will be so weak at greater sounded 
depth (after a few travels there and back) that it will not be indicated any longer. Fig. 4 shows 
that the number of multiple echoes decreases with increasing depth. 
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NATURE OF SEABED 
It is obvious that the properties of reflection of the particular sounded object also exercise a 
strong influence on the format ion of multiple echo indications. A bottom resistant to sound, 
such as rock, is favorable, whereas a soft bottom, such as mud, does not reflect as weil, 
fewer or possibly no multiple echoes will be formed. This fact may be valuable in bottom 
trawling, because with some experience the skipper will be able to draw conclusions as to 
the nature of the seabed. The resistance of the seabed to sound, and consequently (allother 
conditions being equal) the number of multiple echo indications, decreases with the degree 
of reflecting power in this order: rock, sand, mud. Since it is evident that there are all kinds of 
transitions between these three main groups, recognition of the physical nature of the sea-
bed will depend upon the operator's skill. The reservation 'all other things or conditions 
being equal' must be remembered. If, for instance, the inclination of the bottom of the sea is 
not the same when two successive indications are compared, then the influence exerted by 
the hardness of the bottom (resistance of the ground to sound) on the number of multiple 
echoes is overridden by the knowledge that the formation of useful echoes depends on the 
inclination of the bottom of the sea. 
WRECKS AND PROJECTING ROCKS 
There is another aspect of still greater importance to bottom trawling, which is to be taken 
into account when speaking of the influence of the reflecting properties of the bottom on the 
formation of multiple echo ind ications. When fishing grounds are studded with rock 
projections and wrecks, but provide good catches, the fisherman is often re luctant to 
abandon these grounds despite the risk of tearing or losing his net. In such cases, the risk 
can be reduced or eliminated by skillful use of the echograph. In the introductory remarks 
mention was made of the influence that the resistance to sound (nature of material) has on 
the quality of reflection, and we have just referred to its importance in the formation of 
multiple echo indications. Let us now recall that the order in which the sound resistance 
(reflection degree) of some important echo producers decreases is as folIows: rock, sand, 
metal, wood, mud, fish, plankton. Projecting rocks will be indicated by the echosounder just 
as clearly as submerged wrecks. Owing to their mostly small size, however, it may take only 
a very restricted number of successive soundings to indicate them, and they might be 
covered by a shoal of fish close to the bottom of the sea, or possibly mistaken for a shoa I. In 
such cases, graph indication is superior to other methods of indication, because for one 
thing, the indication of a wreck or small rock recorded in the course of a few soundings is 
retained and will catch the eye of the watchkeeper at his next glance at the chart. For 
another thing it is possible, with the aid of double echoes, to clearly distinguish such 
indications from indications of fish. Projecting rocks and wrecks are resistant to sound and 
their indication is repeated by a double echo (Fig. 5), whereas fish or shoals of fish are less 
resistant to sound and will give very feeble double echoes or no double echoes at all. Any 
distinction, however, is made safer by exploiting the 'grey line'. Wrecks and projecting rocks 
appear as grey as the bottom of the sea, whereas fish are recorded in black color. By 
checking the chart record at sufficiently short intervals (about 1 minute), the danger spot can 
be recognized in time and the net pu lied past the obstacle by a rapid change of course. When 
flash or scope indicators are used, obstacles are not easily recognized. Sounders operating 
without permanent indication must be kept under constant observation, and dang er signs 
may be easily overlooked because they appear for so short a time. 
BonOM LA VERS 
The difference in sound resistance of different seabeds is sometimes shown in a manner 
other than by the number of multiple echo indications. We have seen that when sound hits 
an obstacle, a portion of the sound will penetrate that obstacle, while another part is reflec· 
ted at the border between the two media. Little sound, if any, penetrates hard substances, 
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while more sound penetrates softer matter. Therelore, while a racky seabed is hardly 
penetrated, it is quite different with muddy ground. It has been lound that the depth in rocky 
ground 01 very irregular and jagged outline has been built up in the course 01 time with 
deposits (mud , clay, sand , etc.), thus becoming almost level. Frequently, peaks 01 rocks 
project Irom such ground and endanger the lisherman's nets. While craggy areas will rellect 
practically all 01 the sound , a considerable portion 01 it will penetrate the softer material with 
which the hollows are lilled. The rellected portion 01 the sound remains strang enough to in-
dicate the top edge 01 the solt layer. But il the soft layer is not too thick, the sound that is not 
rellected will penetrate until it hits the underlying layer 01 rock. It is then rellected to give a 
second depth indication , which appears below the indication 01 the superimposed layer. 
This type 01 'stratilied indication ' is weil illustrated in the echogram (Fig. 6). Since the 
velocity 01 sound depends on the material characteristics 01 the medium, it is not the same 
in the covering layer (mud, etc.) as it is in water. The thickness, therelore, 01 such a covering 
layer is not indicated accurately by echosounders calibrated lar water. A slight indication 01 
its existence can nevertheless be 01 value in bottom trawling. It shows that the surlace 01 the 
seabed is muddy in such places and lurther, the lormation 01 a hard layer under the mud may 
be a warning that crags projecting lrom the ground are to be expected. Sounders operating 
with Ilash indicators do not usually give any indication 01 the stratilication 01 the ground. 
When they do, the signals are very hard to recognize . 
VERTICAL MOVEMENTS OF SHIP 
Up to this point we have been considering the simplest aspect 01 sounding technique, where 
an even seabed is sounded Irom a ship Iying on an even keel. Things are somewhat different 
with a ship pitching and rolling at the same time. These up and down momements, as the 
ship is being lilted or dropped by the waves, bring about changes in the 'depth 01 water'. Said 
movements have almost no effect when sounding with Ilash indicators, because the 
indication 01 depth will go up or down by no more than Ihe aclual value, and will barely affect 
reading even in a very rough sea. When sounding with arecorder, however, the values 01 
individual 'depths 01 water' will be recorded side by side, lorming a ribbon-like indication 01 
the seabed, the top edge 01 wh ich is no longer smooth (Fig. 7). From this jagged prolile 01 the 
seabed, an outsider can see at a glance whether the soundings were taken in a calm or rough 
sea. Also, the lengths 01 the jags show the intensity 01 these vertical movements 01 the ship 
and give an indication 01 how rough the sea was. This jagged bottom prolile does not interlere 
with the reading 01 depth , but it becomes a nuisance when lish close to the bottom 01 the sea 
are sounded. After the introduction 01 the 'grey line', however, any lish close to the bottom 
will be easily recognized also in Ihis case. Whenever the display selector is available as 
accessory unit, it will be possible lor the bottom to be reproduced as a smooth line without 
jags in the operation 'bottom·bound indication ', in spite 01 a heavy sea. 
ROLLING AND PITCHING 
Rolling movements 01 the ship have an entirely 
different effect on sounding. With such move-
ments, the strong central sound beam no longer 
hits a point vertically below the ship. It hits away 
lram the ship toward the edge 01 the effective 
zone, where the beam is weaker. Since the trans· 
mitted beam is weaker, the echo beam is bound to 
be weaker, too. When aseries 01 soundings is 
perlormed, the weakest echo Irom the seabed is 
expected 10 be rellected at the moment the hee-
ling 01 the ship is stronges\. Furthermore, the con-
ditions 01 reflection lor uselul echoes will be less 
favorable to beams that produce the strongest 
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echoes. When the ship is heeling, the bollom 
echo, and consequently the indication of the bot-
tom will be weaker, all other things being equal. 
This is noticeable particularly with Fischlupe indi -
cations giving the truest reproduct ion of echo 
strength. As the ship moves, the change in ampli-
tude of succeeding indications is very remarkably 
governed by the ship's position. With the ship hee-
ling over so much that no sound is transmilled 
vertically below it, the bollom indication may fail 
to appear at all , because the conditions of reflec-
tion are then unfavorable to the useful echo. In 
sounders with flash indication, these changes of 
echo strength are not noticeable because indica· 
tions will continue, except when the echo is too 
weak. The same is true of recorders which are not 
capable of finer discrimination between echoes 
differing in strength, because recorders are not 
faithful reproducers of echo strength. When soun-
ding in heavy sea, the graph indication (Fig. 7) is 
undoubtedly disadvantageous though reading the 
water depth is no problem at all , in spite of the 
jagged outline of the bollom profile. 
WATER CONTAINING AIR 
Apart from what has been said above about reflec-
ting conditions being changed by the movements 
of the ship, the fact that water containing air will 
be carried under the boUom of the ship is still 
another aspect that must be taken into account. 
We have seen that air in water may hinder, or even neutralize the radiation of sound and its 
reception. Let us then point out in this context how important it is, when sounding in rough 
weather, that the transducers be mounted in the proper place at the bollom of the vessel. 
ROUGH OR WAVY SEABED 
There is no doubt that, except in the case of 
extreme heeling of the ship, echosounders will 
indicate the depth of water correctly when the 
seabed is level and smooth. If it is rubbly or 
wavy, even though level , the sounder will record 
depth less accurately. As we know, the top edge 
of the record is the indication of depth from the 
first echo beam picked up, wh ich is the one that 
mallers. Any signals arriving later are included in 
the echolength. If the size of rubble or waves is 
small in relation to the effective zone, the top 
edge of the depth measurement will be indicated 
at a point on the scale corresponding to the depth 
of the rubble peaks or the wave crests. The fact 
that the seabed is rubbly or wavy, rather than 
smooth, cannot then be seen from the indication. 
This is unfortunate, for it would be a great help in 
bollom trawling if it were possible to distinguish 
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between a smooth and a rough bottom, thus 
avoiding damage or loss 01 the lishing gear. But, 
partly because 01 the nature 01 methods employed, 
echosounders are not sensitive enough as yet to 
indicate minor irregularities in the bottom 01 
the sea. The degree 01 sensitivity depends, as we 
have seen, on the relationship between the 
irregularities 01 the seabed and the effective zone. 
Since the diameter 01 the effective zone (coverage) 
01 modern echosounders in depths 01 100 m may 
be over 50 m, uneven areas 01 the seabed may 
appear smoothed down, though they are not totally 
suppressed in the echo indication. This is, 01 course, 
more unwelcome in hydrographie work than it is in 
lishing. We have said that what is responsible 
lor this lalse smoothing out 01 the seabed is the 
coverage 01 the sounder. By extremely narrow 
concentration 01 the sound beam this might be 
avoided, but we have seen that this has an unlavorable effect on the indication when sounding 
lrom a ship in a rough sea. Technically speaking, it would not be difficult to construct an echo-
sounder operating optionally with normal or narrow beam concentration. The narrow concentra-
tion lor liner recognition 01 the bottom conliguration, however, could be successlully employed 
only in a calm sea. In a heavy sea, it would be 01 no value at all. Therelore, it is questionable 
whether it would pay to construct such complicated sounders. Manulacturers are not entirely 
convinced that this would prove satislactory, and have relrained Irom developing such types. 
Another way 01 proceeding is to narrow the effective zone in standard echosounders by reducing 
the amplilication 01 reception to a degree such that the strong central echoes alone are indicated. 
Wh at can be achieved by (his simple method wilh a ship Iying on an even keel, is shown in 
Fig.8a,b. 
ERRORS IN DEPTH MEASUREMENT 
Regrettable as it may be that echosounders do not ordinarily reproduce the details 01 the 
ground conliguration, it must not be lorgotten that the lalsilication 01 the indication 01 water 
depth is still within reasonable bounds and is negligible in navigation and lishing. In hydro-
graphie survey work it must, at times, be leveled down or eliminated to a degree approaching 
the optimum. 
SLOPING SEABED 
Somewhat greater errors may occur in measuring 
the depth over a sloping seabed , particularly 
when the ship is moving in heavy sea. The extent 
01 such errors increases with the steepness 01 the 
slopes, especially near a coastline with steep 
shelves. This, 01 course, is again based on and 
explained by the space limits 01 the effective zone 
01 the sounder. Also, when cruising over steep 
ledges and sounding, the question posed concerns 
the depth 01 the water vertically below when the 
ship is momentarily over the ledge. It is easy to 
see Irom the sketch why under such conditions 
the echosounder cannot, as a rule, lurnish accurate 
indications 01 depth. The reason obviously is that 
the important central beam (1), traveling vertically 
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downwards, is not the beam 01 sound within the 
effective zone that has the shortest transit time 
when the seabed slopes. It can, therelore, never 
be the one appearing at the top edge 01 the record 
01 the seabed. It vanishes out 01 sight in the 
length 01 the echo. Its place is taken by a beam 01 
sound coming Irom the border 01 the ellective 
zone (e.g. 2). This beam will cover the shortest 
distance in this particular sounding , indicating 
too shallow a depth 01 course. We know that the 
strength 01 the sound beam, and consequently 
that 01 the echo beam belonging to said sound 
beam, decreases as it approaches the border 01 
the effective zone. Though in our example beam 2 
has better conditions 01 reflection lor uselul 
echoes than beam 1 or even beam 3, it is by no 
means certain that the echo which arrives lirst is 
actually the strongest partial echo 01 such asounding. This is because the transmission 
strength 01 beam 2 happens to be smaller. When sounding over sloping ground, it may occur 
that the overall echo will not start with the greatest strength and then lade, as is the normal 
case, but it wi ll gradually swell. 
INDICATION OF SLOPES 
In the case relerred to above, the echo indication is 01 a different nature, and its effect is 
different with the different methods 01 indication. We shall use the term SLOPE INDICATION 
to denote such abnormal indications coming lrom sloping grounds. 
FLASH INDICATION 
When operating with Ilash indication, wh ich does not laithlully reproduce echo strength, the 
abnormal shapes 01 the bottom echoes go unnoticed. It is the lirst sufficiently strong partial 
echo that releases the signal. II the echo Irom border beam 2 is too weak to release the sig· 
nal, it will come Irom a beam between the border beam and the center beam. To the observer 
the indication will look perlectly normal. He will not know that the ship is in a position verti· 
cally above a steep slope and that the indication 01 depth is not accurate lor that reason. 
This he will realize only il the course 01 the ship is set at right angles, more or less, to the 
sloping ground, with rapidly changing depths. But il the ship continues on an even keel 
along the slope, the depth indications may be about equal and may not appear dillerent Irom 
the (accurate) indicat ions coming Irom ground that is generally level. It is only when the ship 
is in a heavy sea that the inclination 01 the seabed can be noticed, because the indication 01 
depth changes with the movements 01 the ship. This 'delect ' is not 01 any great importance 
in navigating a ship, and consequently this method may be said to be perlectly capable 01 
accomplishing what is required 01 it. 
SCOPE INDICATION ~_..:: ~ / - , 
The Fischlupe indicator, which laithlully reproduces eChostrength, also reproduces all the 
details 01 the abnormal lormation 01 the bottom echo. With the aid 01 this unit it is possible, 
particularly when the ship is moving in rough sea, to observe all the different kinds 01 echo 
pictures (Fig. 9, a·b). What characterizes them is the previously mentioned swelling 01 the 
echo, recognizable Irom the gradual growth in amplitudes 01 the indication in a downward 
direction. Furthermore, as is typical 01 the slope indications, they change in appearance Irom 
one sounding to the next. With Fischlupe, indications 01 echoes coming Irom sloping ground 
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clearly show how uncertain the measurement of depth is in sloping ground. One really is at a 
loss as to which part of the indication should be used to read the depth, because the distinct 
and strong top edge is not available. Due to this, the indication is a bit puzzling. And the 
attitude of many people preferring the 'definite' (but no less inaccurate) indication of flash 
sounders is comprehensible. The Fischlupe, however, is superior to sounders with flash indi-
cation in that its indications very clearly show whether or not one is operating above a steep 
slope. This fact can be valuable for bottom trawling applied in many fishing grounds where 
the seabed has steep slopes. In such cases, it is important that the net be kept as precisely 
as possible at the depth where a large shoal of fish is located. When such slope indications 
are observed while trawling , the skipper will know that the seabed is becoming steeper and 
that he will have to steer very carefully to maintain the required depth . 
GRAPH INDICATION 
Recorders wh ich reproduce eChostrength less faithfully cannot , of course, reproduce 
echoes from sloping grounds with the same faithfulness. Such echoes are recognized on the 
recorder by the fact that the top edge, showing the profile of the seabed , is neither clearly 
defined nor deep black in color. It is somewhat blurred and greyish and at times also jaggy 
and torn (Fig. gc). There may be cases where the danger (referred to in our discussion of the 
Fischlupe indicator) of mistaking the swelling portion of the ground echo for the echo 
coming from fish close to the ground , is great. 
MISTAKING BOnOM ECHOES FOR FISH ECHOES 
When operating with a Fischlupe, also indications from sloping ground may appear now and 
then, giving the impression of echoes coming from fish close to the seabed (Fig. 10). But 
these can hardly be mistaken for fish echoes, because they f lash up only once, whereas 
signals of soundings before and after are unmistakably recognizable as coming from the 
sloping ground. 
ERRORS IN DEPTH MEASUREMENT 
We have already learned that the inaccuracies in indications of depth over sloping ground 
can be considerable. But they do not become serious in navigation or fishing. This is not so 
in hydrographie surveying, where one must endeavor to reduce the inaccuracies. Errors are 
eliminated by extremely sharp concentration, involving the use of especially large trans· 
ducers. Furthermore, the sharply concentrated sound beam must be stabilized against the 
ship's rolling and pitching motions, in order that it may always be in a vertical position. 
Mechanically speaking, stabilization can be achieved by slewing the transducer, as was the 
case with the famous ELAC 'shelf border sounder' (NBS·equipment), or electrically, by 
'phasing ' the elements of a multiply su bdivided transducer. In both cases, a set·point device 
is necessary for the momentary position of the vertical. A pendulum is used for simple 
applications, whereas a horizontal gyro is employed for higher demands. 
INDICATIONS OF FISH 
AMPLIFICATION OF RECEPTION 
When dealing with bottom echoes and their indication, we found that a lot can be done by 
properly handling the gain control in order to reduce errors of measurement, and to make the 
readings of indications and their interpretation easier. This is even more important to fish 
finding for the very simple reason that this task in itself is technically more difficult than the 
sounding of the seabed. 
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DEGREE OF AMPLIFICATION 
We have seen that fish echoes are weaker than echoes from the sea bottom. Fish are less 
resistant to sound, smaller in size, and shoals of fish are like sieves allowing sound to pass 
through. To indicate fish echoes, the amplification must be higher. It must be increased as 
the quantity decreases or when the fish are smaller and deeper down. It is possible for the 
electric signal , generated in the receiving transducer, to be amplified up to 100 million 
times. But with so high an amplification, noises outside the resonant frequency of the trans-
ducer (which have nothing to do with the sounding pulse) are also indicated, as we have seen 
befare. The result is that with too high an amplification such noises will cause spurious 
indi cations wh ich may become very troublesome when sounding for fish. 
SHIP NOISE AND RANGE 
Most troublesome, however, are those interference-noises that continue with about equal 
strength. Such noises are produced by the ship in motion , the engines, the propeller, and by 
turbulent water brushing against the hull , and worse still , against the transducers. The 
strength of these noises grows with the speed of the ship and the swell of the sea. They 
prevent echoes from being received because they smother the indication of the weaker echoes. 
Interference caused by the ship's noises largely determines the practical range of a sounder. 
The interference is recognizable by the fact that it extends uniformly and, independently of 
echo indications, over the entire sounding range. It appears below the indication of the seabed 
as weil as above, and its strength is the same at any 'depth of water'. (If the echosounder is 
equipped with a depth dependent gain control, as is the case with all ELAC units, the indica-
ted interference will appear weaker at the beginning of the sounding range. It increases as 
the depth is growing). Its strength depends on the degree of amplification, just as does that 
of the echo signal. The manner in wh ich interferences appear in the indication depends on 
which method of indication is used. Since echo signals, which are weaker than signals 
caused by the ship as a moving entity, are swallowed up in the signals from ship noise and 
cannot be recognized, one should not increase the amplification beyond the point where the 
ship noise begins to appear in the indication. So even if efficient echosounders are employed, 
particularly noisy ships will be subject to a reduced sounder output and, consequently, 
reduced range. 
SETTING FOR PROPER DEGREE OF AMPLIFICATION, 
SOUNDER WITH FLASH INDICATION 
One cannot go that far with flash indication. Since the latter does not reproduce echo-
strength faithfully , indicated interference would no longer be distinguishable from true echo 
indications, even if they were much stronger. In sounders with flash indication, the highest 
admissible degree of amplification would be the one where indications caused by ship noise 
are just barely avoided. For purposes of navigation, that extreme limit is not likely to be 
reached , except where the water depth is very great and when the ship is running at high 
speed. Under normal conditions, good indications of the seabed will be obtained with much 
lower amplification. The range of navigational sounders will be limited by ship noise in 
exceptional cases only. In Fig. 11 a, the Echoscope shows ship noise interference with full 
amplification. When the gain control knob is turned counterclockwise as in this instance, 
ship noise interference will disappear first and multiple echoes will become visible 
(Fig. 11b). When turning the knob farther, the required bottom echo only will also be 
indicated (Fig. 11 cl. 
FISCHLUPE 
The Fischlupe indicator will display ship noise interference much more distinct, since it 
faithfully reproduces echostrength (Fig . 12,a·b). To be sure that no echo which can be picked 
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up will lai l to be indicated (Fig. 12a), the gain control will be adjusted so that signals lrom 
ship noise interlerence barely become visible (Fig. 12b). The identiliable stronger, truer 
echoes are then distinguishable lrom signals 01 ship noise interference by the wider amplitude 
01 indication. When adjusting the gain control, one must be sure that the indications lor 
which the instrument is set originate Irom ship noise interlerence and not Irom an echo 
produced by a shoal 01 lish. One selects a depth setting where no lish echoes occur, and a 
spot Iree Irom any echo will surely be lound. I1 necessary, one should turn the depth scale to 
a point below the lirst bottom echo. 
ECHOGRAPHS -- ~.:...:::-.. _- ~ 
- -- "'::'00 
With graph indication, where laithlulness 01 reproduction 01 echostrength is limited, 
interlerence by ship noise will be recognizable when the chart is discolored all over, the 
discoloration being darker or lighter in shade according to the degree 01 amplilication 
(Fig. 12c 1-3). This is not the case in modern echographs with depth dependent amplilication 
where the highest permitted degree 01 amplification, wh ich at the same time is the correct 
one lor lish linding, is the one at which the paper assumes a unilormly light grey color 
(Fig. 12, c2). One can be certain that no true echo which can be picked up will be lost. Indications 
01 echoes that are picked up because they are strong will appear darker than indications 01 
interlerence by ship noise. The degree 01 interlerence by ship noise and its dependence on 
the speed 01 the ship are determined by the ship's shape, the depth 01 water, the location 01 
the transducers, and the design 01 the sounder. We have described how the longest range is 
obtained by the proper choice 01 amplilication . I1 it is desirable in certain cases to increase 
the range beyond that point, this can be done only by reducing ship noise interlerence itsell. 
On ce that is achieved, the degree 01 amplilication can be raised again to the limit 01 the indio 
cations caused by ship noise interlerence, which is then weaker. To accomplish this, the 
ship's speed must be reduced, or in extreme cases, the engines must be stopped. Whether or 
not this action is worthwhile will depend on the value attached 10 soundings. Such cases 
may arise in connection with special survey assignments or lish linding purposes. Further-
more, it should be pointed out that it is not always uselul to try and lind lish when the ship is 
running at lull speed. This is true particularly when lish are supposed to be at greater depths. 
Thus, white lish lishery is mainly concerned by it. 
It is recommended that people using echosounders try to lorm a picture 01 how the inter-
lerence by ship noise augments with increasing speed 01 the ship, and 01 the inlluence this 
has on indication, so that they will know at what speed and up to what depth they may 
expect lish to be indicated. Because conditions are different in every ship, no general rule 
can be given. 
INTERFERENCE FROM OTHER SOUNDERS 
Besides ship noise there are other sources 01 acoustic interlerence. Their ellect, however, is 
much less disturbing, and they playa secondary role. We shall , therelare, mention one only: 
Mutual interlerence Irom two sounders operated side by side, though independently 01 each 
other. 
This may happen in ships with two independent sounders, or in the case 01 sounders on two 
ships so close by each other that their soundings set up mutual acoustic interlerence. The 
latter simply arises Irom sound pulses and echoes 01 one ship being picked up by the sounder 
on the other ship. Such interlerence is particularly strong when both 01 the sounders operate 
on the same Irequency. In the indicator, these parasitic echoes will look like normal echoes. 
In the case 01 sounders with different repetition rate , the extraneous indications will change 
their place on the depth scale irregularly Irom one sounding to the next. They are, however, 
easily recognized Irom this rapid change 01 pi ace. But even sounders with the same 
repetition rate will never run in perlect synchronism and the extraneous signals will change 
their places as soundings proceed. The changes between soundings will not be great, but 
great enough to make the indications appear as interlering signals in the opposite sounder. 
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In echographs, these interlering signals are very plastic (Fig. 13). But it is evident that they 
do not seriously affect the true signals. 
By a special kind 01 signal pracessing which is called 'batching ', it is possible to extensively 
suppress interlerence due to other sounders as weil as interlerence signals 01 static 
nature. This method is primarily used in horizontallocators where Ireedom lram interlerence 
is more important than in vertical sounders. , 1\_ j ',' . , 
ELECTRIC INTERFERENCE ~ 
Apart lram acoustic interlerence, in most sounders operating at highest amplilication, 
electric interlerence will also occur, with effects very similar to interlerence Irom ship noise. 
We have seen that modern ELAC sounders are equipped with extremely powerlul ampliliers, 
allowing the capacity 01 the sounders to be utilized to the utmost limit. Such extreme 
amplilication will cause electrical processes in the sounder to be indicated. When this 
happens, the top capacity 01 the sounder is reached. lt would not be wise to amplily up to the 
point where the electric interlerence begins to become visible. But the lact that this extreme 
limit 01 power is still within the range 01 gain contral, is a guarantee that it is possible to 
really exploit the acoustic capacity 01 the sounder to the lullest. 
In case 01 inappropriate laying 01 the transducer cable, electric interlerence may spread to 
the sounder Irom outside. Such interlerence is extremely harmlul as it greatly reduces the 
output 01 the unit in a way similar to the interlerence caused by the noise 01 a ship. The only 
remedy consists in carelully laying the transducer cable as lar away as possible (at least 
1/2 m) lram other cables. Its best screen would be an iron tube. When discussing the general 
theory 01 sound and the laws that govern it, we saw that, with respect to conditions 01 
rellection, there is a transition Irom the bottom 01 the sea, via shoals 01 lish thinning out, to 
the individual lish. In our discussion 01 the indication 01 lish, we shall praceed inversely, 
beginning with a look at conditions when sounding lor single (straggler lish). 
SOUNDING FOR SINGLE (STRAGGLER) FISH 
As we know, echosounders in principle measure 
the distances between the object producing the 
echo and the transducers. With the ship on an 
even keel , a lish located vertically below the 
transducers will be indicated at its true depth. 
Since it is located in the center 01 the effective 
zone, the strong central sound beam will impinge 
on it and a strang echo will return (provided 
conditions 01 rellection are good). II the same 
lish , under the same conditions was located at 
the same depth , though not vertically below, but 
somewhat away on the side near the border 01 the 
effective zone, it will be hit by a marginal beam. 
Though the lish is located at the same depth, its 
distance Irom the transducers is greater now. The 
beam Irom the place near the border has to cover 
a greater distance than the central beam, and the 
echo seems to be coming Irom a greater depth. 
Since the border beam is weaker and the conditions 
01 rellection are less lavorable lor uselul echoes, 
the lish near the border 01 the effective zone will 
give a weaker echo. Roughly speaking , the error in 
measurement 01 depth will be the greater and the 
echo the weaker, as the lish moves larther away 
Irom the center 01 the effective zone. 
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These simple lacts are an important key to the interpretation 01 lish indications in general. It 
is the operator's task to draw the corresponding conclusions. A lew examples will illustrate 
this and explain at the same time a number 01 typical indications 01 lish . 
INDICATIONS OF SINGLE FISH (STRAGGLER FISH) 
With the ship and the lish remaining in the same position during a number 01 soundings, the 
conditions 01 sounding will not change. In the Fischlupe indicator the amplitude 01 
indication will undergo no change, showing that the echostrength does not change either 
(Fig. 14), while the indication remains stationary on the scope. In echographs, such aseries 
01 soundings is recorded in the shape 01 a ribbon , where the horizontal top edge shows that 
the depth is unchanged and where the unilormity 01 discoloration (blackening) is prool 01 the 
echostrength not being altered (Fig. 14). Though the unilormity 01 indication is evidence 01 
the lact that neither the sounder nor the lish have undergone a change in their relative 
position , the accurate position 01 the lish in the effective zone cannot be derived lrom the 
indication. It is possible therelore, that straggler lish are not indicated at their true depth, 
but that the depth indicated is too great. It is impossible that lish be indicated at a depth 
shallower than the true depth, il the equipment is properly calibrated . 
SHIP PASSING OVER STATIONARY FISH 
Let us now assume that the ship passes vertically over a stationary lish, located at a certain 
depth . This is what happens: When the ship has advanced to position (1) , the echo Irom the 
lish is picked up lor the lirst time. This is the echo 01 a lish on the border 01 the effective 
zone, very lar away Irom the transducers, giving a weak echo. The indication will show too 
great a depth. Fischlupe and echograph will indicate a weak echo (Fig. 15). As the ship 
proceeds on its course, the distance between ship and lish becomes increasing ly smaller 
with each sounding. Then position (2) is reached , which is the position wlth the shortest 
possible distance when the true depth 01 the lish and the strongest echo will be indicated 
(Fig. 15). As this position is passed, said operation is repeated in inverse direction. The 
distance will grow lrom sounding to sounding and the echo will become increasingly weaker 
up to position (3), where conditions are the same 
as they were in position (1) (Fig. 15). The point is 
now reached where the lish is leaving the effective 
zone, and indications disappear. Corresponding 
to the number 01 soundings that occurred between 
position (1) and position (3), aseries 01 transitions are 
observed between the indications (1), (2), and (3) 
(Fig. 15). This is distinctly exhibited on the permanent 
record . Opened downwards, the 'hooks' on this eh art 
are typical 01 the recording 01 straggler (single) 
lish. In the Fischlupe indication , the increase and 
decrease in the amplitude 01 indication show that 
the echostrength changes in the manner explained. 
To a certain degree, this change can also be seen 
Irom the different degress 01 discoloration 
(blackening) 01 the echogram. 
PRACTICAL EXAMPLE 
Cases such as were described, where stationary lish are sounded l rom a ship passing over 
them, giving such typical indications, are Irequently met with in pract ice. An example 01 this 
is shown in Fig. 16. The more regular the crescent-like hooks look in the echogram, and the 
more unilormly the up and down movement occurs, the more positive the operator can be 
that the lish have not changed their position while soundings were taken . 
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SHIP AND FISH IN MOTION 
When both the ship and the fish are moving simultaneously, wh ich case is, of course, the 
one to occur most frequently , sounding conditions at on ce become much more complex. The 
fact that the fish is moving can be seen from the unsymmetrical hook·shaped indications on 
the echogram, while with flash indications and Fischlupe the up movement takes place in a 
fashion different from the down movement.lf you realize the innumerable possibilities a fish 
is offered for its movements in the three spatial dimensions, you will easily understand that 
there are limits to the definition and interpretation of echo indications. Ichthyologists might 
find it useful to study echograms in all their details to und erstand how fish move. 
Fishermen, however, are not interested in such problems, since they ordinarily will not 
sound for straggler fish , but for shoals of fish worth catching. We need not, therefore, 
elaborate on this subject. The indications of single fish (straggler fish) and the conditions for 
their materialization have been discussed a lillie bit more in detail, in order that we may lay 
the foundations of an understanding for indications of shoals, and because the described 
typical changes of indicated depth and echo strength will enable you to clearly distinguish 
between indications of true echoes, coming in from free water, and similar occasional 
indications caused by interference. ~ 
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There is, however, one variety of fish which is of importance from an economic point of view, 
even when encountered individually, This is the tuna. We should, therefore, mention typical 
tu na indications. In fishing for tuna with hand line and hook, all that the fisherman expects 
of his echosounder is that it will tell him whether or not tunas are present. Fortunately, tunas 
have ahabit of accompanying ships over long distances at reasonable depths. Frequently 
they remain within the effective zone of the sounder for minutes, giving strong and 
conspicuous echoes due to their size (they measure 3 m and more in length) (Fig. 17) and 
movements. These indications are particularly valuable when the tunas do not disclose their 
presence by surfacing now and then, but remain at their depth. Without fish finding 
equipment, the fisherman wili have to rely on his luck, throwing out his bait and hoping that 
there are tunas in the neighborhood , whereas an echosounder enables him to proceed 
actively and look for them. It is evident that he can save a lot of time and bait if he uses an 
echosounder. 
INDICATIONS OF SHOALS OF FISH 
Just as shoals are composed of many fishes , indications of shoals of fish consist of the 
indications caused by echoes coming from the individual fish. They are brought about 
simply by the echoes from numbers of fish sounded at the same moment and merged 
inseparably, according to the density of the shoa!. No clear limit can be drawn, of course, 
between a compact shoal and still recognizable isolated fishes. The limits and transitions 
will be fluid rather than clear·cut. It also depends on the method of indication, the scale of 
reproduction, the size of the momentary effective zone and, therefore, on the degree of 
amplification and the sounded depth , up to which shoal density the echo indications of 
isolated fishes will be distinguishable, and where the density begins to give the impression 
of a sol id shoa!. 
RESOLVING POWER 
These factors may be summed up in the word 'Resolving Power', which means the ability of 
the sounder to indicate, for given conditions, echoes from different reflecting objects, so 
that they can be distinguished clearly from one another. The features essential for the 
resolving power of the echosounder are the duration of the transmilled pulse and the 
bandwidth 01 the receiver. To a high resolving power belongs a short pulse, accompanied by 
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a large bandwidth. A long pulse and a small bandwidth will lavor the attainment 01 a major 
range. Consequently, a compromise is necessary. Apart lrom the specilic characteristics 01 
the units, the resolving power is improved by reducing the amplilication 01 reception, the dia-
meter 01 the effective zone and the sounded depth, with shoal density and other conditions 
being the same. We have to relrain lrom explaining the reasons. But the lact that this is the 
case must be remembered when drawing conclusions lrom the indications 01 the echoes as 
to how dense the shoal iso With a high degree 01 amplilication, a large effective zone and a 
great sounding depth, a shoal 01 lish Uudging Irom the indication) seems to be denser than it 
would be il the amplilication was lower, the ellective zone narrower, and the sounding 
depth shallower. 11, lor instance, a rising shoal 01 herring appears to become increasingly 
thinner, this does not necessarily imply that it is dispersing, but the cause may be one 01 the 
lactors just mentioned. The density 01 a shoal 01 lish cannot be determined accurately Irom 
echo signals. All that can be done is to make an estimate based on experience. 
INDICATIONS OF SHOALS ON FISCHLUPE AND ECHOGRAPH 
We know that an indication emanating Irom a shoal 01 li3h is the sum 01 individual 
indications. Fischlupe indications, exhibiting moreover the strength 01 echoes (Fig. 18), are 
lormed accordingly. That is why it is possible with this instrument to clearly distinguish 
indications 01 shoals 01 lish Irom those made by echoes proceeding Irom the bottom 01 the 
sea. Furthermore, the Fischlupe indication enables the operator to estimate the density 01 a 
shoal 01 lish. With a less compact shoal , the amplitude 01 the indication is approximately 
equal to that 01 the indication 01 a single lish. In the case 01 dense shoals, it will occur 
Irequently that two or more members 01 a shoal are at exactly the same distance Irom the 
transducers. Thus, their echoes are not only in phase, but their transit times are also equal 
and may be added up. Then the total echo 01 these lishes is stronger than the echo Irom the 
individual lish, thus producing a correspondingly wider Fischlupe indication. Compact 
shoals 01 lish, consequently give echoes producing indications 01 wider amplitude than do 
less compact shoals. In echographs, shoals 01 lish appear on the chart as patches or 
ribbons, wh ich are blacked more er less according to the density 01 the shoal (Fig. 18). The 
density is not as easily recognized, because in the echograph the reproduction (Iidelity) 01 
echostrength is inlerior to that 01 the Fischlupe. 
DEPTH OF SHOAL 
Major shoals 01 lish, which aione are 01 interest in lishing, are 01 a dimension exceeding, in 
most cases, the ellective zone 01 the sounder, at times even to a considerable extent. The 
depth 01 their upper border is therelore indicated as correctly with the same restrictions as is 
the case 01 indications 01 the seabed. This depth is read in the same manner as described lor 
reading depth 01 water in indications 01 the bottom 01 the sea. 
THICKNESS OF SHOAL 
Contrary to this , the bottom edge 01 the shoa I indication does not, as many people think, 
correspond to the lower border 01 the shoai. Owing to the echolength in the indication 01 the 
shoal, it appears as il it were coming Irom a greater depth. The magnitude 01 the error 
causing the shoal to appear thicker in the indication depends on circumstances, and no 
delinite ligures can be quoted. As a rule by which to compensate lor this error approximate-
Iy, it is advised (simplilying the technical difficulties described) to deduct 10% 01 sounding 
depth Irom the indication received lrom the lower border 01 the shoal. It should be pointed 
out, however, that this suggestion does not cover the inlluence which the sounded object 
and the amplilication 01 reception exert on the diameter 01 the effective zone, nor does it 
take into account the complicated shape 01 that zone. The lact that the lower border 01 a 
shoal 01 lish is indicated at excessively great depths should be remembered above all when 
trawling. Midwater trawls must not be lowered according to the uncorrected depth indication 
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of the lower border of a shoal , but instead in conformity with the depth indication of the 
upper border. Indications of shoals swimming close to the bottom of the sea tend to give the 
impression that the lower border of the shoal continues to be included in the range of the 
bottom trawl net. Fishermen who neglect to correct the bottom edge of the indication will be 
disappointed when seeing that they have been dragging in vain. Also, their estimate of the 
expected haul is apt to be too high, and time and money will be lost if the net is hauled too 
early. 
LENGTH OF SHOAL 
The length of a shoa I of fish can be seen from the echo signals with fair accuracy. A simple 
calculation suftices, with the speed of the ship to be approximately known. The time du ring 
which the indication of a shoal can be observed is multiplied by the speed of the ship. The 
result obtained represents the length of the shoal. Assuming that the indication of a shoal 
stops after 5 minutes, and the speed of dragging the ship is 3 knots or about 1.5 m/sec., we 
shall find that the distance covered by the ship in 5 minutes (300 sec.) is 1.5 x 300 = 450 m. 
CORRECTION 
The length of the shoal would then be 450 m. 
Insofar as we have neglected to consider the dia-
meter of the eftective zone in relation to this parti· 
cular shoal, there is an error lett in said simple 
calculation. The sounder picks up the shoal be-
fore the ship is vertically above its front edge, and 
continues indicating beyond the point where the 
rear edge is lett behind the ship. It appears from 
the opposite sketch that we have to deduct the 
(short) diameter of the eftective zone from the 
calculated length of the shoal. But we have seen 
that it is difticult to know the exact value of this 
diameter, and we have to be conte nt with a rough 
approximate correction , which will satisfy f ishing needs. Simplifying th ings, the (short) dia-
meter of the effective zone is assumed to be 1/3 of the sounded depth. (In this assumption, 
we have omitted the inf luence that the sounded objects and the amplification of reception 
exercise on the diametrical length of the effective zone. We have purposely neglected the 
complicated shape of the eftective zone, due to which its diameter does not grow in linear 
proportion to the depth. This is a very rough correction, wh ich is certainly too small at minor 
depths and too great at major depths). So we have to deduct 1/3 of the depth from the com· 
puted length of the shoal. Assuming that the shoal in our example is sounded at a depth of 
150 m, we shall have to deduct 50 m, thus obtaining 400 m for the corrected length of the 
shoal. 
Depending on depth alone and not on the length of the shoal , this correction is of impor-
tance only in the case of small shoals, whose length is of about the same order as that of the 
short diameter of the eftective zone. For larger shoals, as in our example, the correction is al-
most negligibl e. It is immaterial to fishing purposes whether a shoal is 450 or only 400 m 
long, while greater demands are otten made in scientific research, where the diameter of the 
eftective zone must be accurate in each individual case. We need not discuss this subject 
here. 
ESTIMATING THE QUANTITY OF FISH 
There is no doubt that the determination of the length and, when the ship is run on a criss-
cross course, the extent of the surface of shoals of fish are an important means of judging 
whether a haul will pay. This applies to any method of fishing . Trawlers will try to derive 
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optimum tactics lor fishing operations Irom this inlormation. The time spent on setting and 
hauling nets is lost lishing time. The lisherman will therelore endeavor to haul the net home 
only alter a sufficient quantity 01 lish has been caught. However, it may happen (especially 
when lishing lar herring) that the net is dragged in the water lar too long a time, and that too 
many lish are caught , causing the net to break. This means a double loss. For one thing the 
net is put out 01 use and must be mended, which results in additional lost time, and part or 
all 01 the catch will be lost. So it is very important to the lisherman to be able to determine 
the correct time lor hauling up his net. In the lishing phase, this decision will be based on the 
interpretation 01 the indication of the net sounder. 
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SHOALS OF FISH CLOSE TO THE SEABED . ~ ---
Sounding lor lish in Iree water is a comparatively easy job, whereas sounding for fish close 
to the seabed is much more difficult. In view 01 the great importance attributed to lish close 
to the bottom 01 the sea, this particular case will be discussed more in detail. 
IMPORTANCE OF ECHOLENGTH 
We know that shoals 01 lish, like the seabed, are 
shown in the echo indication at a length corres-
ponding to the diameter 01 their effective zone. 
Due to this, the indications are given a certain ex-
te nt in depth, which , while apt to lead to wrang 
conclusions in respect 01 the thickness 01 a shoal, 
render indications very conspicuous and visible. 
Demonstrated by the example 01 5 lishes that are 
located at equal depth, but in different directions 
towards the transducer, the opposite sketch illu-
strates the formation 01 the echolength. II these 
live lishes were not located in Iree water but close 
to the seabed, the length 01 the echo shown in the 
indication would be partly lused with the bottom 
echo and swallowed up by it. This is what hap-
pens to the indications 01 the two lishes (shown in 
the opposite sketch) on the extreme flanks. Since 
lish indications that are merged with the bottom 
echo cannot be identilied , they are lost to soun-
ding. The result is that the effective zone for 
shoals 01 lish becomes smaller and indications 
are more inconspicuous as the shoals get closer 
to the seabed. Trawlers, however, try to catch lish 
elose to the bottom 01 the sea. Furthermore, 
experience has shown that shoals 01 fish are 
more easily trapped and yield bigger hauls when 
they are closer to the seabed. It is 01 impartance 
consequently that these shoals, whose upper border 
(herring lor instance) frequently is no more than 
1 m Irom the seabed, should be indicated by echo-
sounders or fish linding sounders with absolute 
certainty. Because 01 their great density, these 
shoals often yield mass catches. 
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EXAMPLE 
Let our example be a shoal 01 herring whose surlace is much larger than the cross-section 01 
the ellective zone and wh ich is 01 unilorm density, 3 m thick, and located close to the bottom 
01 the sea. Let us assume lurthermore that it is so loosely packed as to give an echo distinctly 
weaker than that coming Irom the bottom 01 the sea. In our example, the ship is riding on an 
even keel. The echo signals to be expected are shown in Fig. 19. 
FISCHLUPE INDICATION 
Fischlupe's true reproduction 01 eChostrength gives an excellent indication 01 the shoal 
(Fig. 19). Because 01 the width 01 the amplitude, the indication 01 the shoal can be clearly 
distinguished Irom the indication 01 the bottom 01 the sea. Since the scale 01 reproduction 
(in locator range, 1 cm on the scope to about 1 m in nature) is weil adapted to the purpose, in-
dications Irom a less compact shoal 01 not even 1 m in thickness, and close to the seabed, 
should still be clearly recognized. 
GRAPH INDICATION 
Without the 'grey line', indications 01 dense shoals 01 lish close to the seabed are hardly 
distinguishable Irom rises (rocks, wrecks). They are, therelore, apt to be overlooked (Fig. 19). 
With the aid 01 the 'grey line', incorporated in all vertical sounders 01 ELAC, you will easily 
identily any lish close to the bottom 01 the sea (Fig. 20). 
FLASH AND SCOPE INDICATIONS IN ROUGH SEA 
Things will be somewhat more dillicult in bad weather when the ship is moving in a rough 
sea. When discussing the indication 01 bottom echoes, we have seen that the depth 01 water 
changes as the ship rises and lalls lollowing the movements 01 the sea. Water containing air 
bubbles is carried under the ship's bottom where the transducers are mounted, obstructing 
the propagation 01 sound and suppressing part 01 the soundings. This will happen to any 01 
the three methods 01 indication, though the ellects diller. In sounders with Ilash or scope 
indication, each sounding is considered an 'indication'. The 'changes 01 depth' are hardly 
disturbing. In Fischlupe, the 'changes 01 depth' can be completely eliminated in operation 
'bottom-bound indication'. Soundings that are suppressed or arrive weaker are overlooked. 
Soundings that pass in lair condition give indications just as distinct as those obtained un-
der lavorable circumstances. The condition 01 a shoal 01 lish can be estimated il a distinct 
indication occurs every 5 or 10 seconds. This is true 01 Fischlupe, even under the most 
adverse circumstances. 
GRAPH INDICATION 
Things are dillerent with echographs, where we have seen that the indications 01 individual 
soundings are inconspicuous, not yielding inlormation that can be evaluated. That is why 
the indications 01 a number 01 successive soundings are regarded as " indication". When 
discussing the bottom indications, we have heard (Fig. 7) that, with a moving ship, the 
prolile 01 the seabed looks jagged on the chart and shows gaps owing either to "changes 01 
depth" or lailures 01 echoes. With the aid 01 the "grey line", you will also in these cases be 
able to distinctly recognize the indications 01 shoals 01 lish swimming close to the seabed. 
CATCHING WHITE FISH 
The dilliculties experienced when trying to locate lish close to the seabed are most 
noticeable when boats are out to catch white lish, which are normally to be lound at greater 
depths. We know that the power 01 echosounders decreases with growing depth, owing to 
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the absorption 01 sound in water. The possibilities 01 indicating weaker echoes Irom lish be-
come worse as depth increases . Furthermore, white lish do not olten live in shoals as dense 
as that 01 herring and, as a rule, remain closer to the bottom 01 the sea. That is why white 
lish, particularly Ilat lish, are dillicult to spot. It requires special care and attention not to 
overlook their rather inconspicuous indications. 
GOMBINEO SOUNOERS t"II~ 
To allow the expert lisherman to optimally utilize the different methods 01 indication, one 
has devised a suitable combination 01 echograph and Fischlupe. Both units operate with the 
same transducer. The transmitter is located in the echograph , wh ich also determines the 
repetition rate 01 soundings. This equipment is also termed 'tie-on Fischlupe ' or 'synchra-
Fischlupe ' as contrasted with the so-called ' independent ' Fischlupe that has a transmitter 01 
its own, while autornatically adjusting the repetition rate 01 soundings. This combination 
includes the advantages 01 both indication methods that lavorably supplement each other, 
thus eliminating their disadvantages. For the time being, said combination ofters the best 
possibilities 01 exploiting the method 01 sounding by echo to the lull. It can be used by 
lishing vessels lor navigating on their trips to the lishing grounds and back, lor lish linding, 
and lor observing shoals 01 lish that are to be trapped . 
AMPLIFIGATION DEPENOENT ON DEPTH 
We know that an object located a short distance away lram the transducers gives astranger 
uselul echo than il it is larther away, because sound is weakened on its way through water. A 
lish or a shoal 01 lish will , therelore, be indicated with more strength Irom a smaller depth 
than Irom greater depth, under the same conditions. This is awkward because one would like 
to inler the size 01 a lish or the density 01 a shoal 01 lish Irom the strength 01 the indication. 
Apart lram lish, there are other living creatures or dead objects in the sea wh ich give echoes, 
il their nature difters enough lram the ambient water. It is quite possible that with the 
highest leasible amplilication recommended lor use in lish linding, signals Irom poc~er 
echo producers, especially those in shallower depths, will be picked up along with uselul 
echoes. These undesirable indications do not interlere with soundings il they happen to 
come Irom sea areas that are not 01 momentary interest to the lisherman. II a steam trawler 
is searching lor shoals 01 herring at a depth 01, say, 100 m, it will not be disturbed by any 
echoes Irom a scattering layer at a depth 0130 m. (Such scattering layers will spread out in 
the North Sea in summer time. They lorm a rather sharp border between the warmer (hence 
lighter) surlace water and the colder (hence heavier) deep water. In this layer 01 water, dense 
masses 01 plankton (suspended microorganisms) will accumulate with the lish that leed on 
them. The echo Irom the scattering layer is less a product 01 difterence in density 01 the 
water but rat her a lactor originating in the organisms accumulated in the areal. This echo may 
be so strong (Fig. 21 , left) that indications coming lram rising shoals 01 lish, which are 01 great 
importance to certain branches 01 the lishing trade, are swallowed up particularly when 
graph indication is used. This may be perplexing at times. But since lish , and especially big 
lish , give better echoes than the micraorganisms 01 the scattering layer, it is possible by 
skililul operation 01 the gain control to attenuate indications Irom the layer until indications 
lram lish stand out more distinctly. This is not simple and has the additional drawback that 
the range 01 sounding decreases in a downward direction when the amplilication is reduced. 
In the modern lish linding sounders (with graph indication) 01 ELAG, these imperlections 
have been largely eliminated by making the amplilication 01 reception automatically depend 
on the sounding depth (Fig. 21 , right). Thus, the echo 01 a certain lish or shoal 01 fish is 
amplilied in proportion to the respective depth position 01 the lish or shoa I 01 lish, so that 
the indications will always be 01 nearly equal strength under equal corlditions. It is worth 
mentioning that, owing to this dependence 01 amplilication on depth, the shape 01 the 
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longitudinal section of the effective zone is greatly changed, nearly resembling that of the 
longitudinal section of a cone. In this way, the raugh correction suggested when attempting 
to determine the length of a shoa I of fish and its thickness, is rendered a good deal more 
accurate. Furthermore, the interference from ship noise is not spread evenly over the entire 
sounding range, but becomes stronger with increasing depth. This should be remembered 
when choosing the proper degree of amplification. 
The major ELAC echosounders offer the possibility of selecting three different kinds of 
amplification dependent on depth . 
The gain control, subject to the mathematical theorem '20, Log R', will be chosen whenever 
it becomes essential to reproduce layer echoes, such as those fram the seabed or scattering 
layers, with the same strength and at all depth. This, for instance, applies to navigation or 
the repraduction of extended fish shoals at changing depth. The gain contral according to 
formula '40 . Log R' reproduces pinpoint targets (isolated fish) of identical size with the 
same strength, at different depth . The third control position will enable the user to adjust a 
special depth·dependent amplification with two parameters, according to individual 
experience (Av = strength of control; Tv = extension in time of the control range). 
RECOGNITION OF SPECIES OF FISH 
It would be of great advantage to the fishing trade if it were possible to draw safe 
conclusions from the indications with regard to a particular species of fish. From what we 
know of echosounders at the present time, we are inclined to think that this can materialize 
only on condition that certain species of fish display certain peculiarities in shoal formation 
and behavior. There is no doubt that such peculiarities exist with many species, and people 
have made every effort to utilize this fact in echosounding. But it has been found in the 
course of time that the shape of shoals and the behavior of one and the same species of fish 
may differ according to the season and to the grounds where they are caught. It would make 
no sense, therefore, if we tried to establish universally valid rules by which to recognize a 
certain species of fish fram echo signals. 
THE NET SOUNDER (NETZSONDE) 
GENERAL 
The net sounder is an aid in trawl fishing. The lact that the drag net moves several hundred 
meters behind the vessel, thus causing an interval to exist between what is going on under 
the vessel's bottom (samething the vertical sounder can detect) and the arrival 01 the net on 
the same spot, explains why it is uselul to verily the situation around the net with a special 
echosounder, the so·called net sounder. This requires, 01 course, that the necessary trans· 
ducers be located on the net, whereas the indicator is installed on board of the ship. Normally, 
transducer and sounder are connected by a special cable. Another possibility is affe red by 
the acoustic transmission of information Irom the net to the ship (the so·called wireless net 
sounder). This method has the advantage that it can da without the cable and the appropriate 
cable winch. The sophisticated character 01 the electronic system, however, is a disadvantage. 
This applies, in particular, to the permanently stressed and endangered underwater section 
in the net, wh ich also requires a current supply 01 its own (change of batteries). Furthermore, 
the acoustic connection is less reliable than the cable. Especially in waters with pranounced 
layers, as they exist in the Arctic Ocean, the acoustic connection is Irequently interrupted. 
Therefore, ELAC's net sounders use a cable connection. 
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OPERATING PRINCIPLE 
In the simplest case, a net sounder board is tied up near the head rope of the net in such a 
way that the incorporated transducer will look into the net opening. The transducer is 
connected with an echograph on board ship by the net sounder cable. The equipment operates 
like anormal vertical sounder. Released by the echograph, the transmission pulse travels via 
the cable to the transducer in the net, where it generates the ultrasonic pulse in the water. 
The received echoes are converted by the transducer into electric signals, reach the receiver 
on board ship via the cable and are recorded by the echograph. 
The transmission pulse is attenuated to a certain degree by the cable measuring up to about 
3000 m in length. As the net sounder need only cover short distances (somewhat more than 
the net opening), the loss of transmission energy on the cable is negligible. If the net soun-
der is to determine the distance of the net from the seabed at not so close a proximity, it will 
be useful to employ a high-level power stage. 
Damage to the cable will increase the attenuation. Repair work should, therefore, be per-
formed with care. Sections with many patched spots are to be cut out if necessary. 
INTERPRETATION OF INDICATIONS 
The following can be recognized on a typical net sounder recording: the top rope of the net, 
the foot rope of the net, fish in the net opening, fish under the net and maybe also the seabed 
(Fig. 23). The net sounder is, of course, an important means towards the solution of a subpro-
blem in fishing , i.e. how to make the net take up the desired water depth. On the one hand, 
this is done by precisely determining the distance of the net from the seabed, while on the 
other hand you can distinctly recognize whether the shoal of fish you are heading for 
appears in the opening of the net at the proper height. If necessary, it will be possible for 
deviations to be corrected by adequate maneuvers. 
Relying on the record of the net sounder, the experienced fisherman will be able to also esti-
mate the quantity of fish caught in the net. This requires , however, a good deal of experience, 
because density and extent of the recording may vary considerably according to species of 
fish , season, day time and fishing grounds. It mayaiso happen that fish, swimming for a 
while with the net in its opening, thus produce indications that only simulate a big catch. 
CATCH INDICATOR 
The above·described difficulties in estimating the degree of net filling from the recordings of 
the net sounder recorder have led to the development of a special unit designed to exclusively 
induce the safe determination and indication of the degree of net filling. From the engineering 
point of view, this unit is an accessory part of the net sounder. Tied up at different points of 
the net is a switch mechanism, which responds at the respective points when the diameter 
of the net is increased. In ELAC's catch indicator, the response of the switches is signaled 
acusticaly to the net sounder, where the information will be converted and transmitted to the 
~:i~;:R:;Un:~ ~:~~~:T:a:le. The degree of filling is shown on a special indicator. ~ 
Another accessory unit of the net sounder is the socalled temperature indicator. This instrument 
determines the water temperature at the point where the net sounder is located , and said 
temperature is shown on a special indicator. It has been found out that the water temperature 
at net depth is an important sign of the presence or absence of fish and fish shoals in a cer-
tain area. This does not mean , however, that specific fish or fish shoals belong, as a rule, to 
specific temperatures. You cannot set up a rule about this, not even when taking season and 
fishing grounds into account. It can be rather safely assumed that productive fishing 
grounds detected by echosounders will finish when the thermosounder indicates the entry 
into another mass of water by a sudden change in temperature. 
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EQUIPMEMT VERS IONS 
The simplest net sounder operates with a transducer board supporting only one transducer. 
It is tied to the net in such a way as to allow the transducer to look downwards into the 
opening of the net. The indication is recorded by an echograph in the manner described. The 
transducer board of the double-beam net sounder, a more sophisticated version, 
i ncorporates another transducer enabli ng the user to sound the water area above the net. 
The distance of the net from the water surface can be measured like that . 80th transducers 
operate on the same frequency , soundings in upward and downward direction occur alter-
nately. When actuat ing a swi tch on the echograph, you can choose whether the sounding 
result of the downwards or upwards directed transducer will be recorded. The ELAC net 
sounder is provided with an additional scope indicator enabling the user to recognize the 
situation above and below the net at a glance. This scope indicator operates with a long per-
sistence screen, thus allowing the successive and properly positioned reproductions of the 
soundings to give a uniform picture in both upward and downward direction. 
It is weil known that people fish off to the side from many shoals of fish distinctly identified 
in the vertical sounder. Due to the influence exercised by current, wind or course alterations, 
the net is not placed in the ship's keel line, but off to one side of it. The movements of the 
shoal of fish mayaiso prevent the catch. 
The quadruple beam net sounder tries to sound the shoal of fish also in the area between 
ship and net, and to catch it in the net by suitable maneuvers. For that purpose, the net soun-
der board is equipped with two further transducers looking ahead. The transducers operate 
on a frequency differing from that of vertical detection. Horizontal detection can, therefore, 
occur simultaneously. The two forward transducers have been adjusted so that one of them 
radiates a bit towards port , while the other emits rays towards starboard, with both effective 
zones overlapping in the center. While in operation, the transducers are alternately switched 
on from sounding period to sounding period. The result of the soundings are shown on the 
scope either to the left or right of a center beam. A target accurately ahead produces an echo 
indication, appearing on both sides of the center beam with the same strength. A lateral 
deviation of the target can be easily recognized, due to the apparent shift of the echo to the 
correspondi ng side. 
FISH DETECTION WITH HORIZONTAL SOUNDERS 
GENERAL 
8efore the fisherman succeeds in identifying a shoal of fish in the vertical sounder, he will, 
in general, have to search the neighboring areas of the running ship for fish and shoals of 
fish . This will involve the use of the sonar gear, an echosounder with a transducer wh ich can 
be rotated and tilted in such a way as to allow the entire water area around the ship to be 
swept as if by a searchlight. 
OPERATING PRINCIPLE 
Horizontal sounders are based on the same operating principle as vertical sounders. A trans-
ducer is slewably suspended in such a way as to be tiltable from 0 to 90' and rotatable by 
360' . An emitted sound pulse will be refiected by obstacles in the water, such as rocks er 
fish, and the returning echo will strike the transducer. The interval between the emission of 
such a pulse and reception of the echo corresponds in vertical sounding to the depth of the 
sounded object, whereas in horizontal sounding it serves to measure the distance from the 
located object. 
The shape of the effective zone of a horizontally emitted sound pulse resembles that of a ver-
tical sounder. Theoretically speaking, it would appear to be advantageous if the aperture 
angle in both the vertical and the horizontal plane were designed to be as sm all as possible, 
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thus enabling the user to determine the exact size 01 a sounded shoal 01 lish as with a 
sharply directed searchlight. Practice has proven, however, that the use 01 such a sharply 
concentrated beam is unadvisable, considering that it will lollow every roll and pitch 01 the 
ship, thus causing a sounded target to be easily lost again. The shape and size 01 the 
ellective zone 01 a horizontal ultrasonic pulse is, therelore, determined by a compromise 
between the requirements 01 practice and the theoretical possibilities though the latter may 
at lirst glance appear more advantageous. There is a lurther aspect inlluencing the selection 
01 the aperture angle 01 the effective zone: sharply concentrated sound beams require large 
transducers. This would involve certain restrictions lor naval architectural reasons. Further 
considerations concern the horizontal aperture angle 01 the effective zone. Supposing avessei 
in motion wants to sc an the sea area ahead over a large distance, say 2000 m. Here the 
searching must proceed at a certain speed in order to enable the respective sea area to be 
scanned belore the ship reaches it. Previous to turning the transducer a lew angular degrees 
in the interval between two soundings, however, you have to wait until the emitted pulse has 
travelled to and returned Irom the target at a distance 01 2000 m. 
The rotation 01 the transducer can be sped up in proportion to the increased width 01 the 
horizontal aperture angle 01 the directivity pattern, thus allowing a proportionally wider 
angle and consequently larger sea area to be covered in one single sounding. On the one hand, 
therelore, it is necessary to keep the horizontal aperture angle as small as possible in order 
to achieve the highest possible accuracy, and on the other hand it is desirable to choose the 
widest possible angle, in order that the largest possible sea area be scanned and the trans· 
ducer be turned laster in the interval between two soundings. 
Furthermore, it must be considered that the emitted sound energy, in case 01 stronger 
concentration, will be more sharply locused within the narrow ellective zone, than in the 
opposite case when being emitted in moderate concentration in a correspondingly wider 
angular range. A sharper concentration 01 the sound power naturally results in a greater 
range. 
SPECIAL FEATURES OF HORIZONTAL SOUNDING EQUIPMEMT 
A horizontal sounder differs in two important points Irom a vertical sounder, namely with 
regard to the optimum Irequency and the length 01 the sound pulses. 
SOUND WEATHER 
In the loregoing , a phenomenon generally called 'sound weather' has been disregarded. The 
sea does not consist 01 one homogeneous mass 01 water, but is rat her divided into a number 
01 water layers, which differ Irom one another in salinity and temperature. Lying mostly 
horizontally, these layers do not present any difficulties when being sounded vertically. The 
sound pulse hits these layers at an angle 01 approx. 90 ' and thus easily penetrates them. At 
times, the vertical echograph will record such a layer called 'scattering layer'. 
Thorough investigations 01 the sea depths and accurate measuring 01 the temperature have 
established that small organisms (plankton) prelerably live on the border between two such 
layers 01 water. These organisms mayaiso cause more or less distinct recordings to appear 
in the echogram. For horizontal sounding these layers 01 water present certain difficulties. 
Horizontally emitted sound pulses no longer strike such a layer at an angle 01 approx. 90' 
but at a much smaller angle. As a result , parts 01 the emitted sound energy are either rellec-
ted by this boundary layer (the angle 01 incidence is equal to the angle 01 rellection) creating 
an echo which is lost somewhere in the sea, or the sound pulse is dellected downwards, 
thus causing the range to be drastically shortened. Such layers occur in various lorms at 
different limes 01 the year or even the day. This explains the expression 01 'sound weather' 
apt to change Irom one hour to another like the weather. 
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Investigations in practice and theory have established that a decrease in transmilled Ire-
quency will result in increasing the range 01 a horizontal sounder, since absorption as weil 
as dispersion 01 the sound waves rise with higher Irequency. This is easily understood when 
you realize that indications obtained Irom small objects are the beller the higher the trans· 
mitted Irequency. This subject has been discussed earlier in this booklet. It will, therelore, 
be easier to detect plankton with a 50 kc/s rather than with a 30 kc/s sounding equipment. 
But especially in horizontal sounding it is highly undesirable to get indications 01 plankton 
or other floating particles in the echogram. In theory it is possible to use a very low 
Irequency. In view 01 the necessary concentration, however, the transducers wou ld have to 
be increasingly larger in size. Thus, the limit with respect to size and cost would soon be 
reached. The Honeywell -ELAC LODAR equipments operate on Irequencies between 20 kc/s 
and 50 kc/s , with the high Irequencies belonging to the small sounders, which are compact 
and have a limited range, while their resolution is high. In low Irequencies, however, the 
bigger wide sounders achieve a wide range, though at the price 01 major dimensions and 
more relined sophistication. 
A lurther allem pt to increase the range is to extend the length 01 the sound pulse. Opposed 
to vertical sounders, where the sound pulse should be as short as possible in order to obtain 
the most distinct indications and to increase the resolving power as much as possibl e, 
horizontal sounders require longer sound pulses. This will be clearly understood when 
bearing in mind that a long pulse carries more energy to penetrate the water even under 
unlavorable dispersion conditions. Consequently, the energy contents 01 the pulse is increa-
sed by this measure. Naturally, there are limits here, too, because the more the length 01 a 
sound pulse increases, the longer becomes the indication 01 its echo and the less distinct is 
the recording 01, say, two shoals 01 lish located one close behind another. The echoes 01 
these two shoals of lish would merge into one il too long a pulse were used. Furthermore, a 
longer pulse allows lor an acoustic indication to be lormed. This will be discussed in the 
following. 
SET UP OF A HORIZONTAL SOUNDER 
The simplest horizontal sounder (ELAC-Mini-Lodar) consists 01 two units only. One is the 
indicating and control unit incorporating the pulse generator, amplifier, scope indication as 
weil as all check and operating elements. 
The second unit is the 'hoist·sweep·gear'. It consists 01 a shaft which carries the transducer 
at its lower end . This shaft is led through a gasket lilled in the ship's bollom. The shaft with 
the transducer can thus be raised or lowered. A ball supporting the transducer is mounted at 
the lower end of the shaft. The ball ensures a smooth flow around the transducer and avoids 
cavitation. Furthermore, the transducer as weil as the tilting and ratating mechanism are 
protected by the ball from the aggressive inlluences 01 the sea water. The transducer is 
tiltable, permilling sound pulses to be emilled in the horizontal direction and, after tilting the 
transducer by 90·, also in the vertical direction. With this arrangement it is possible to 
sound thraugh the entire space of water around the ship. 
The functions 01 the laller unit, tilting and ratating movements 01 the transducer as weil as 
raising and lowering motions are remotely controlled switches on the indicating and contral 
unit. Rotating also includes an operation where a certain sector is scanned automatically. 
Considerably more extensive and naturally more powerful are the large horizontal sounders. 
With the ELAC-Superlodar, for instance, transmiller and scope indicator are incorporated in 
two separate cases, while the operating unit contains an echograph and a loudspeaker as 
integrated indicating elements. It was necessary to use a sturdy hoist-sweep-gear for the large 
transducer ensuring good concentration, in spite 01 a relatively low frequency 01 20 kc/s. The 




Indicating elements lor horizontal detection are graph indication , the scope as weil as an 
acoustic signal. The technique 01 graph indication is equal to that 01 vertical sounders. The 
distance 01 an echo Irom the zero line, however, does not correspond to the depth 01 the shoa I 
01 lish but to its slant range. When the ship is approaching the shoa I 01 lish, the slant range 
becomes increasingly shorter, i.e. the target stands out as a line slanting upwards. 
The scope indication is similar to the reproduction on a Fischlupe insolar as echoes are also indio 
cated by the characteristic dellection 01 the cathode ray at right angles to a central beam. 
The central beam itsell , however, is spatially not established, but revolves on the scope 
synchronously with the rotating transducer. Given the long persistence scope, an 
approximate radar-like reproduction will result Irom automatie rotation. The scope indication 
lurnishes, at a glance, inlormation about direction, distance and strength 01 an echo. 
These two indicating methods used in vert ical sounding are supplemented in horizontal 
detection by an acoustic signal. In the process, the received echo signal is translated in a 
special receiver section lrom its ultrasonic Irequency range into the sound range audible to 
people; it is reproduced by an incorporated loudspeaker. This is not a more or less superlluous 
gag , but involves the obtaining 01 valuable additional inlormation . The human ear can clearly 
distinguish the echoes 01 different targets thanks to their varying tone. Whereas optical indi-
cations hardly permit to distinguish the echo 01 a ship's propeller water Irom that 01 a shoal 
01 lish , the lisherman 's ear will undoubtedly discern certain dillerences. 
In general, all three methods 01 indication are used lor the detection 01 shoals 01 lish. In the 
searching phase, the lisherman will allow his sonar device to automatically rotate in a 
certain sector ahead (e.g. lrom 45 " port to 45" starboard), while paying attention only to the 
acoustie signal. For a long time and at regular intervals, he will only hear the tone 01 the 
radiated transmission pulse. But as soon as, though leeble at the beginning, the typical 
'ping ' 01 a l ish echo becomes recognizable, he will switch off the automatie rotation and try 
to accurate ly spot the echo according to the direction 01 rotation and til1. In this early phase 
01 identilication, the graph indication is an indispensable aid. As the echo is weak on the 
border 01 the range, appearing only now and then, its pursuit on the scope is difficult and 
Irustrating. The echograph, however, will permanently record all 01 the incoming echoes arri-
ving irregularly, at the beginning, and soon the observer will be able to recognize, in spite 01 
the gaps, the picture 01 the line slanting upwards. The coincidence in time 01 tone and recor· 
ding will aid the lisherman in linding the recorded shoal 01 lish on the recorder. 
As soon as the echo has become stronger and regularly appears in each sounding period, it 
will be accurately spotted by manually operating the rotatable and tiltable gears. The 
alterations in echo strength are distinctly shown by the scope indicator, thus permitting 
easy maximum sounding. 
The volume 01 the acoustic signal can also be used lor maximum sounding. In general , the 
lisherman will now change the course 01 his ship in such a way that it is headed directly 
lor the shoal 01 lish spotted right ahead . Depending on to the depth 01 the shoal 01 lish, the 
time will co me after lurther approach when the target drops out 01 the effective zone 01 the 
transducer, in downward direction, Le. the echo will more or less rapidly disappear lrom the 
indications. 
The indication can be recaptured by tilting the transducer. Except lor 2 to 3 degrees, the 
tilting angle can be determined precisely by carelul observation 01 the echo strength. The 
depth 01 the shoal 01 lish is ascertainable by calculation lrom tilting angle and read slant 
range. ELAC's major sonars lacilitate this calculation by agraphie depth computer integrated 
in the tilting angle indication . 
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THE CATCHING PROCESS IN PURSE SEINE FISHING 
The computation 01 the depth 01 lish lrom slant range (distance) and tilting angle is particu-
larly important to the purse seine lisherman, because he will , in general , avoid passing over 
the shoal 01 lish . He has to know whether the shoal 01 lish is stilliocated within the catching 
range 01 his nel. In that case, the purse seine lisherman will begin to set his net around the 
shoal 01 lish. Moving his sonar through 90· on the side where the shoal 01 lish is located, he 
will maneuver his boat in such a way as to keep constant distance Irom the center 01 the shoa!. 
Having covered hall 01 the circle , the sonar set Irequently shows his own net behind the 
shoal 01 lish. This will enable him to beller judge the paying-out process. 
During the paying-out process, the lisherman will anxiously observe the vertical sounder 
until the net is closed, since lish indications in this period may signily that parts 01 the shoal 
01 lish escape by passing below the boal. II necessary, means 01 Irightening the lish into the 
net may be employed in the linal phase 01 the paying-out process (e.g. Ilashlight). 
THE CATCHING PROCESS IN TRAWLING 
In general, the trawler will pass over the shoal 01 lish in order to sound the accurate depth 01 
the shoa I by means 01 the vertical sounder and Fischlupe. Changing the boat 's speed, the 
lisherman will adjust the net to the measured depth 01 the shoal 01 lish . Until the net reaches 
the shoal 01 lish, the sonar set may lollow the laller also sternwards, given especially lavorable 
conditions. Occasionally the net itsell may be detected. Dilliculties when using the sonar 
gear in stern directions will arise Irom interlerence through the ship's propeller noise and 
the elimination 01 the targets by the propeller water. 
Therelore, the net sounder is the determining lactor lor the catch. The recordings 01 the net 
sounder clearly show whether lish have been detected at proper lishing depth . The lilling 01 
the net and , consequently, the right moment lor hauling home will linally be signaled by the 
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Fig. 5 (a . b +c) 
Indication 01 wrecks. rock peaks and lish in echo and double echo 










































Fig.9a + b 
" Slope indication" on Fischlupe. 
" Slope indications" can show the most extreme 
shapes. By comparison to tish indications, 
these indications show a strong change in 




Fig. 11a 1-3 
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Indication of single fish on the 
screen of Fischlupe 
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Fig . 20 
Indication 01 bottom lish on echogram and simple recognition because 01 setting the grey-line 
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Fig. 21 lett 
Indication 01 scattering layer 
on echogram 
Fig . 21 right 
The time sensitivity control in 
dependence on the depth 01 sounding 
causes the effect 01 nearly 
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